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PLENARY LECTURES

PHYLOGENETIC ASPECTS OF ISLAND AND MOUNTAIN DISTRIBUTIONS

E. N. ARNOLD

Natural History Museurn, Crotnwell Road, London SW7 5BD, U.K

Phylogenetic information enables historical aspects of insular biotas to be better understood.

The minimum number of colonisations can be estimated and regular and random colonisation patterns

distinguished from each other. Ancient lineages that are now confined to islands may be recognisable,

which has relevance in assessing their conservation status. It is also possible to separate likely isiand
adaptations from primitive features that are now unique to islands and then subject them to comparative
and functional test. Sometimes phylogenies allow evolutionary rates on ilsands and mainlands to be

compared and development of community structure within islands reconstructured.
Mountain distributions are also illuminated by phylogenetic hypotheses. For instance, montane

relicts originating from change in climate may be separable from those arising by other means. It will be

argued that many mountain endemics have been confined to their present situations as a result of
competition with lowland species that may have arisen more recently. Mountains, like islands, often
conserve formerly widespread taxa but frequently overlay their relative primitiveness with adaptations to
the special conditions found in these environments.

LANSCAPE PATTERNS AND DIVERSITY AT DIFFERENT SCALES OF SPACE AND TIME

J.J. BLONDEL

CEFEICNRS, B.P. 5051, 34033 Montpellier, FRANCE

The extremely high heterogeneity of Mediterranean habitats and landscapes has had and still
has many consequences on biological diversities at both scales of time and space. I will focus on the
theme of the dynamics of diversities of species and populations of vertebrates from both ecological and

evolutionary points of view and at three scales :
' I. Speciation and endemism of Mediterranean vertebrates. Any insight in the development of

faunas in the Mediteranean basin need to refer to the history of the region since the Plio-Pleistocene. It
will be shown that the endemism rates are strongly dependent on the dispersal rates of organisms and

that the very low endemism rate of birds (14 Vo against 25 Vo in mammals and 62 Vo in teptiles) must be

interpreted in the light of the Pleistocene history of the west-Palearctic life zones. However, recent

studies on the molecular phylogeny of some endemic Mediterranean groups (e.9. Alectois spp., Sylvia

spp.) have shown that the main speciation events must have occurred much earlier than formerly
thought. The adaptive radiation of the Sylvia group of species is consistent with the hypothesis of
separate speciation centres in the three main peninsulas of the Mediterranean basin. A scenario of the
spatio-temporal development of this 'group will be given in the light of paleogeographical and

paleobiological events.
2.T\rc dynamics of species ditersities. At the scale of the Mediterranean basin, there have been

many changes in species diversity since the end of the last glaciation. These changes will be examined in
the light of climatical changes and especially human impact. Although few extinctions occurred at the
scale of the basin (except for large mammals on mainlands and the endemic mammal faunas of
Mediterranean islands), several components of biological diversity, the so-called alpha, blta and gamma

diversities, have dramatically changed. Few changes probably occurred at the level of gamma diversities

but alpha and blta diversities have been much reduced in many habitats, which results in new species

assemblages at a local scale and changes in ecosystem function.
3.The structure and genetic diversity of populations. Most populations are subdivided in space

because of habitat patchiness. Long term studies of some model organisms (e.g. the Blue Tit) have

shown that the so-called "reaction norms" of the organisms strongly depend on the structure of the
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environment. In the framework of metapopulation theory, it will be shown that local populations may
exhibit local specialization, Iocal maladaptation because of gene flow and phenotypic plasticity. Such
issues on the genetic structure of populations in habitat mosaics are important for understanding
biological diversity at the intra-population level and for designing nature preserves.

THE MOREA FRENCH SCIENTIFIC EXPEDITION OF 1829 AND THE BIRTH OF NATURAL
SCIENCES IN GREECE

K. KRIMBAS

Dept. of Methodologt, History and Theory of Science, Univ. of Athens, l.Kennedy 37,116 21 llissia, Athens,
GREECE

Bory de Saint Vincent led the French scientific expedition In 1829, which covered mainly the
Morea (Peloponnesus) and secondarily the Cyclades. For 9 months this group of scientists visited the
country, collected material and made several observations in situ. The data have been published in 4
volumes, covering the Relation, Plants and Animals, Geology, Geography and Ancient Monuments. The
difficulies encountered, the tension among the scientists, the 'philosophy' guiding their work, the first
ecological observations they made, and the quantity of the systematic work performed are examined. The
survival of this work as well as its impact are assessed. It is argued that the Zoological part constitutes
indeed the cornerstone of the faunistic research concerning Greece, but not so for the Botanical part;
Tournefort and especially Sibthorp should be given this credit for plants. Finally the reversal of trend and
the dominance all along the 19th century of the German influence in faunistic and floristic studies of
Greece, as well as its major impact in the formation of the local scientific community are discussed.

SOME REMARKS ON THE ZOOGEOGRAPHIC STUDIES CARRIED OUT IN GREECE DURING
THE PAST 20 YEARS

J.TH. MATSAKIS

11, Avenue Occitanie, 31520 Ramonville, FRANCE

A summary account of recent biogeographic results obtained in the area of Greece is given and
an attempt for their analysis in a synthetic biogeographical perspective is made.

The following aspects are succesively examined:
1. Endemism of animal species
2.'Oriental' components of Greek fauna
3. Taxonomic diversity
4. Regional variations of some ecosystems and their respective zoocoenoses
A number of indices and quantitative parameters is selected that can facilitate comparisons and

exploration of interrelationships between data ernerging from different levels of biogeographical
approach.

Thus, the significance of possible relations between parameter couples is examined succesively,
as follows:
1. Endemism. Possible intercorrelations are examined between:

- the level of endemism in a given group and level of endemism in the several sub-regions of
Greece
- the gradient of variations in level of endemism of several taxa belonging to the same group and
the variations of their respective distributions

2. 'Oriental' components of Greek fauna:
- comparison of gradients and expansion axes of characteristic 'oriental' elements, for a number
of cases

3. Taxonomic diversity:
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- comparisons of coefficients of diversity for certain dominant groups and attempts of their
interpretation with reference to the respective ecological and biogeographical characteristics of
the latter

4. Brief review of certain regional variations - at the level of biocoenoses compositions - between some
ecosystems that are represented in Greece:

- possible, direct or indirect, relationships of these with certain ecological parameters, and with
the'adapatability' of the taxa concerned.
Some conclusive comments, discussion and propositions are finally given.

THE GREAT LEVANTINE LANDBRIDGE AND THE RESILIENT FRAGMENT OF TETHYS

F.D. POR

Dept. Evolution, Systematics and Ecologt, The Hebrew University of Jerusalem, 91904 lerusalem, ISRAEL

Innovation, overimposed on historical cyclicity, characterizes biogeography, this most dynamic
discipline of biological evolution. On the background of the major cycles of global changes, repetitive
features reappear and new ones join the game. Tethys, the circumglobal latitudinal ocean appears when
continents fragment, and closes when continents join. In this major cycle, we are in a stage of an
evanescent and fragmented Tethys. With the Levantine Landbridge of the Middle East of today, the
most important obstruction of the Tethys, the major continental block of the modern globe, came into
being.

The short-term cycles of the Glacials, of which we are the contemporaries, imposed their
multiple pulsating rythm upon the Tethyan fragment of the Mediterranean and upon the Levantine
Landbridge. In the Mediterranean we witness recurrent latitudinal avance and retreat of biota, whereas
on the landbridge, Ethiopian versus Holarctic biota advance and retreat in the longitudinal dimension.

Humans are today important players or even agents in the global cycles. Lessepsian Migration
represents a man-made precocious reestablishment of a new Tethys. On Levantine lands, on the
contrary, human interference may easily obstruct fro ever the biotic interchange. Nature conservancy on
land and in the seas, and especially in the central biogeographic hub of the Old World, our region,
should try to preserve first of all the functioning of the d1namic processes.
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COMMUNICATIONS

THE DISTIUBUTION OF THE MEDITERRANEAN MONK StrAL IN GREECE

S. ADAMANTOPOULOU, E. ANDROUKAK], S. KOTOMATAS

MOm|I'Iellenic Society for the Study and Protection of tlte Mctnk Seal,53 Solontou Str., 10132 Atlrcns,
C;REECE

The Mediterrancan monk seal (Monachus monaclru.t) is a highly endangcrccl marine mammal.
This species, is extinct in many areas of its former rangc and the main surviving populations are found in
Greece and Mauritania. Its rvorld population is cstimated to bc 400-500 indivicluals. of which 200 - 250

individuals are estimated to live in Greece. The most stable known popuiations occur in the National
Marine Park of Alonnissos - Northern Sporades ancl the Ionian islands rvhile iimited information exist

for many islands and sections ol coastlinc.
In this study we try to determine the distribution of the monk seal in Greece using collected or

received information related to monk seal sightings from throughout Greece. The information collected
include: the date and site of obscrvation and other dctails on the description of the animal. its behavior.
etc. This study is part of a larger project established in 1990. the Rescue and Information Network.
which consists of a network of more than 700 contacts in coastal Greece and with which there are two
ways of communication:
r indirect: by mail to and from all rclevant authorities: port police. fishery and veterinary services.

fishcry cooperatives. coastal municipalities. 1ocals

o direct: by visiting areas, known to be important, in order to sensitize the local population and collect
information about the past and present status of the monk seal (163 locations rvere visited in the last

five years).
During the study period (1990-1995). we havc received or collccted 379 reports of alive seai

obscrvations and 64 reports of dead setrls. The distribution of thc seal sightings indicate that the
Mediterranean monk seal still remains widely distributecl throughout Greece. In addition. the sightings
of newborn pups collected from various areas suggest that several breeding populations may exist within
the species distribution.

Furthermore" the high frequency of scal sightings in conjunction with evidence of brecding in
specific areas (Samos - Ikaria. Kythira. Kassos - Karpathos. Pelion - North Evia) suggcst that there may
be important subpopulations and should bc considered in thc strategy for thc protection of the species

on a national scale.

DIET COMPOSITION OF Podarcis milensis, Podarcis gaigeae AND Podarcis erhardii DURING
SUMMER.

C. ADAMOPOULOUI. E.D. VALAKOS2, P. PAFILIS2

1 (Jnit,. of AtJtens, Dept. Biology, Zoological MLtseunt, l5784,7thens, GREECE.
2 [.hth,. of Athens, Dept. Biolog, Sect. Ecology & Tatonctmy, ]5784 Athens, GIIEECE.

In thc prcscnt study. the diet composition of three non sympatric lacertid lizard species of Greece
is examined.

Podarcis milensis and Podarcis gaigeae are two species cndemic to Greece, whlle Podrtrcis erlnrdii
is a species highiy diffcrentiated in the insular ccosystems of the Aegean. The stomach content of
Podarcis milensis, Podarcis gaigeae and Podarcis erlnrdii specimens was analyzed to ordinal level. All
examined animals come from Museum collcctions and were captured in summcr. During this season.

Podarcis milensis feeds mainly on ants, insect larvae and Araneae . Podarcis gaigeae feeds on Hetcroptera.
ants and Coleoptera. whrl.e Podarcis erlrurdii on ants. Coleoptera. insect lawae and Araneae.

Diffcrences in the diet betwcen the three species are considered and further discussed.
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MORTALITY CAUSES OF THE MEDITERRANEAN MONK SE,AL (Monacltus monachus)
IN GREECE.

E. ANDROUKAKI, S. ADAMANTOPOULOU, P. DENDRINOS, E, TOUNTA,
S. KOTOMATAS

MOtnlHellettic Sociery for tlte Stttdy attd Protectiott of the Monk Seal, 53 Solomou Stt'..101 32 Athens,
GREECE

The decline of the Mediterranean monk seal, Monachus monachus, has to a large extent been
attributed to the deliberate killing of animals. We examined the mortality causes of this species in
Greece from dead animals reported, from 1985 until August 1995.

The reports of dead animals were collected through a network of more than 700 contacts that
are distributed throughout Greece as part of a larger project the Rescue and Information Network and
through a programme of monitoring the monk seal population of the N. Sporades islands. Whenever
possible, depending on how recent the report was, and on the state of decomposition of the animal, full
autopsies were conducted and samples were taken for histological, virological, immunological,
hematological, and bacteriological analyses to assist in the identification of the cause of death.

Eventhough, identification of the death cause without an autopsy may not always be reliable, for
comparative reasons we present results from all the 67 cases of dead animals reported, out of which in 24
cases autopsies were conducted.

Considering all the animals examined, in the adult and juvenile stages, deliberate killing still
remains the most frequent death cause and thus an important factor for the decline of the monk seal.
The results obtained from the cases were autopsies were conducted indicate that the occurrence of
natural deaths, not recorded in the past for this species in the wild, constitute an important mortality
factor, especially, at the newborn stage.

The high frequency of deliberate killing in most areas of the species distribution, makes the
considdration of this factor critical in the design of effective conservation measures. The reduction of
deliberate killing, over the last decade, in the National Marine Park of Alonnissos Northern Sporades,
Greece, an area with a considerable breeding population, provides encouraging evidence for the
establishment of new protected areas.

ACTMTY PATTERNS OF THE GREEK FROG Rana graeca (BOULENGER, 1891)

B. ASIMAKOPOULOS

23 Thermopylon str., 671 00 Xanthi, GREECE

The activity patterfls of the Greek frog Rana graeca were studied in many Greek biotopes during
the periods 1985-1989 and 1993-1994. The species is active from the end of winter to the middle of
autumn. During reproduction, the adults are active twenty four hours per day. During the feeding
period, adults, as well as subadults, are active only at daytime, showing a maximum of activity at midday,
when the air temperature is high. Hibernation is continuous for subadults and young metamorphs, but
not for adults. The latter may interrupt hibernation for a few hours when there are suitable weather
conditions. AII individuals hibernate on land, in holes, usually among tree-roots, under stones, and in
rock crevices. The species is closely linked to water, making only small movements far from it. The
populations were small in all biotopes studied, having less than four adults per hundred meters of stream
or river.
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DATA ON THE DEYELOPMENT OF THE FREEK FROG Rana graeca (BOULENGER, 198f)
FROM GREECE

B. ASIMAKOPOULOS. E. MOURVATI

2j, Thermopylon STR., 671 00 Xanthi, GREECE

In this paper, data on the embryonic development, the larval development and metamorphosis
of the Greek frog Rana graeca, baseci on field observations made in Greek biotopes are presented.
According to these data, egg hatching in the field starts 20-29 days after the first oviposition, and lasts for
20-31 days. The first newly metamorphosed froglets appear in July or, the latest, in the beginning of
August. The major part of tadpoles complete metamorphosis at the middle of August, up to the
beginning of September. A1l tadpoles have completed metamorphosis by the end of October or, rarely,
by November. The process of development seems to be influenced by the climatic conditions of each

biotope, which are quite different from one another.

DEVELOPMENTAL RATES AND TEMPERATURE TOLERANCE OF THE GREEK FROG
Rana graeca (BOULENGE& 1891)

B. ASIMAKOPOULOS, E. MOURVATI

23, Thermopylon str., 670 00 Xanthi, GREECE

The temperature tolerance and rates of embryonic development of the Greek frog Rana graeca

were investigated under laboratory conditions.
Water temperature during the experiments of embryonic development varied between 2 and

23oC. The development was possible in temperatures higher than 17"C. Optimum viability was achieved
in temperatures 8+/- 1oC, and the worst in temperature 20+ l- 2"C. The fastest embryonic development
was observed in temp. 18+/- 3'C. The water temperature during the experiments of larval development
varied between 6 and ZloC. Larval development was possible in temp. higher than 10oC and the highest
rate of Iarval development was observed in temp. 2l+l- 3"C.

SPECIES COMPOSITION AND DEMOGRAPHIC STRUCTURE DYNAMICS OF POPULATIONS
OF MATN RODENT SPECIES INALFALFAFIELDS (NORTH BULGARIA)

N. ATANASSOV, R. MECHEVA! S. GERASSIMOV

Inst.of Zoologt, BAS, Tsar Osvoboditel 1, 1000 Sofia, BULGARIA

The results of the field investigations on the species compositions and some population
parameters of the dominant species of small rodents in alfalfa areas in Pleven region (North Bulgaria)
are presented. The abundance (density), sexual and age structures of the populations of common vole
(Microtus arvalis), house mouse (Mus spicilegus) and wood mouse (Apodemus sylvaticus) and their
dynamics during the period of two vegetation seasons (1992-1993) were established using the CMR
r,nethod. The common vole is the main permanent dominating inhabitant of alfalfa areas in North
Bulgaria. The population of this species and their dynamics play a determining role in the functioning of
the small rodent community in the studied agroecosystem. The state of the populations in the beginning
of the breading season, the participation of the females and the different age groups in the reproduction
as well as the elimination process by different external reasons (climatic and food conditions, crop-
rotation of neighboring agricultural areas, etc.) are some of the factors determining the total dynamics of
small rodents abundance in the studied area.
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The alfalfa as perennial crop gives favorable conditions to the investigated species (food,
shelters, etc.). The different rodent species inhabit the alfalfa areas in different timi periods depending
on their biology and ecology.

COMPARISON BETWEEN THE STOMACH CONTENTS OF FOUR SPECIES OF MURIDAE
(RODENTIA, MAMMALIA) FROM ALPINE ECOSYSTEMS

M. BELTCHEVA

Inst. of Zoolog BAS, Tsar Osvoboditel l, 1000 Sofia, BULGARIA

Studies were made of the food consumed by the four species of Muridae - Apodemus flavicollis,
Clethionomys glareolus, Pilymys subterraneus ar.d Chionomys nivalis from two alpine zones in Rila and
Vitosha mountains. Analysis of the stomach contents resulted in the following dati:

1. The vegetable food is predominant for all small mammals in the study areas. The green plant
remains of Poaceae, Ericaceae and Asteraceae were determined in the diet of voles, but for mice the
seeds and fruits are dominant, comprising about 70 vo of the stomach contents.

2. Animal food was between 2.6 7o for Cl. glareolus and I7 Vo for P. subteraneus.In the diet of
Ch. nivaks no animal remains have been found.

3. Qualitative differences in the food eaten by small rodents between the two investigated areas
depended on the kind of vegetation present.

COMPARISON OF THE BIOGEN CONTENTS AND BALANCE IN THE BODIES OF THE HOUSE
MICE Mus spirilegus AND Mus musculus

M. BELTCHEVA, R. METCHEVA,

Inst. of Zoology, BAS, Tsar Osvoboditel l, 1000 Sofia. B(JLGARIA.\
Nitrogen (N), phosphorus (P), potassium (K) and calcium (Ca) were determined in the seeds of

some weed species and in the bodies of two species of the genus Mus - M. specilegus and M. musculus.
The average value of biogen contents in the seeds varied from 2.38 % to 2.85'% toi N; O.:O Vo to 0.52 Vo
for P; from 0.52 % to 0.77 7o for K and for Ca - 0.22 7o to 0.49 Vo. From the total quantity of N in the
consumed food, 78 Vo was excreted with feces and urine and only 22 7o was included in the animals,
metabolism. For P the porcentage is 66 %; K - 84 % and Ca - 89 %o. There are no statistically significant
differences between the two species.

The results can be used for further calculations on the turnover of these elements in the
ecosystems.

HELMINTHIC INFESTATION IN ANURA (YERTEBRATA: AMPHIBIA) FRQM THE
PETROVARADTN SKO _KARLOVACKT RrT MARSH (YUGO STAVTA)

O. BJELIC, A. HORVAT

Inst. of Biology, PMF, Not,i Sad, SERBLA

In the course of the spring of 1995, 200 frog specimens of the genera Bombina and, Rana from
the area of Petrovaradinsko-karlovacki Rit Marsh (UTM DR 10) were analyzed.

The investigated area lies in a region sporadically flooded by the river Danube. It is situated at
altitudes ranging from74 to 94m a.s.l. and it is under significant anthiopogenic influence.
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Parasitological analvses of the lungs. digestive system (gaster. itttestinurn, rcctutn) and urinan
bladder were made. Up to thc species level, only the rcpresentatives ol the class Trcmatoda were
established. whercas for representatives of other ciasses onlv the quantitative presence was determined.
For each species <tf frogs the lollorving fealures wcre determincd and compared: infestalion extcnsit),.
inlestation intensitv and average infcstation intensity.

DISTRIBUTION OF subg. Dicampa, g.Campodea (INSECTA, DIPLURA, CAMPODEIDAE)
ON BALKAN PENINSUI-A

B. BLESIC

Inst. Biology, Fac. Sciences, K'agttjevac Unit'., Serbia

Most species of subgen. Dicampa are distributed in the Palaearctic region. About 30 species
belonging to this subgenus are known today from all over the world. In Europe, there are 20 species, ,5 of
which are present in the Balkan peninsula. These are:

1. Campodea (Dicampa) aistotelis Silvestri, 1912
2. C (D ) sprot,ieri Siln., 1912
3. C. (D ) malpiglii Silv., 1912
4. C. (D.) frenata Silv..193l
5. C (D )campestre Ionescu, 19-55

During our investigations on Campodeidae in Yugoslavia for the past 10 years we have found
for the first time the last three species.

A III?OTHESIS ON THE ORIGIN OF THE CYPRIOTE WALL LIZARD (Lacertalaevis troodica)
trVOLUTIONARY AND ZOOGEOGRAPHICAL IMPLICATIONS

W. BOEHME

Zoologisclrcs ForscltungsittstitLtl und Museunt Aleuander Koenig, Adenauerallee 160, D - 5-l I I-l Borut,
GEKW4NY

A zoogeographical analysis of the herpetofauna of Cyprus revealed that most of its recent
representatives must have reached the island by rafting or even by human transportation (BOEHME &
WEDL 1994). The Cypriote wall lizard exhibits u -u.i greater phbnetic variation than any of its opposite
mainland conspecific population. Phenetically, the lizards partly resemble typical L. laevis as known from
the neighbouring coasts from Turkey to Israel, but others resemble strikingly L. cf. htlzeri (sensu
BISCHOFF & SCHMIDTLER 1994) which has been recently found parapatrically in strict ecological
separation from the former. Moreover, intermediate phenoty?es can be found which are not known from
mainland populations. This variation within the Cypriote population suggests that it could have originated
from both mainland forms, the isolating mechanisms between them having secondarily broken down in a
newly colonized environment. This hypothesis would be well testable by molecular methods.
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TAXONOMIC DT!'ERSITY OI- INVERTEBRATES ON GREEK ISLANDS

J. BOTSARIS, S. SFENTHOURAKIS

Sect. of Ecology and Taxonomy, Dept. of Biology, (Jniv. of Atltens,
157 84 Panepistimioupolis, Zografou, Athens, GREECE

Taxonomic diversity has been a generally neglected subject in biogeographic studies. The few
studies dealing with this dimension of community structure have shown that it can provide useful
information on the functions of biotic assemblages. The present study is a preliminary analysis of certain
aspects of taxonomic diversity and their relation to the instability of insular ecosystems. Our study deals
with the taxonomic structure of terrestrial molluscs and isopods found on the islands of Saronikos gulf,
central Aegean and Cretan archipelago. Special emphasis is given on the diversity patterns of very small
islands. Actual diversity values of these island groups are compared to values expected from a stochastic
model and the differences are evaluated from an ecological and biogeographic point of view. trnter-
faxonomic and.inter-island group differences of diversity patterns are explained in relation to the
particularities of each group. The results of our study may be useful in triggering further research on the
properties of taxonomic diversity measures in general and of the structure of Greek island biotic
assemblages in particular.

COMMUNITY STRUCTURE OF LAND SNAILS ON THE ISLETS OF SARONIKOS GULF
(GR.EECE)

J. BOTSARIS, S. SFENTHOURAKIS

Sect. of Ecology andT'axononty, Dept. oJ' Biolog, Uni,. of Athens, 157 81 Panepistitttioupolis, Zografou,
GREECE

Several aspects of population structure in biological communities have atracted the interest of
many researchers, especially as far as insular communities are concerned.

In the present work we attempt an analysis of the population structure of land snail
communities on 43 islets of the Saronikos gulf (Greece). We have seteited all islets with an area <1km2
and carry no more than 10 species. We divided those islets in two groups according to their area. The
first groups consisted of the smallest islets, with an area <0.01km' , and the second of all the rest.
The interpretation of Iand snail community structure has been based on the following aspects:

1. The relation of species numbers to islet area, habitat and microhabitat diversity.
2. Morphological features of species, such as shell shape and size.
3. Constancy of species presence. For this we have recognised three categories: constant species

(present on more thar 50Vo of the islets), accessory species (present on 5-50Vo of islets) and accidental
species (present on less than5Vo of islets).

We further discuss the relation of resulting patterns to other biogeographic and ecological data
available for this island group.

The results of this study aim to give a better insight in the processes that determine the biotic
communities of terrestrial invertebrates on small islands.

THE BRACONIDAtr (HYI,{ENOPTERA) OF MT. DURMITOR IN T'IJGOSLA\TA

M. BRAJKOVIC, M. KRUNIC, Z. TOMANOVIC, LJ. STANISAVLJEVIC

Inst. of Zoologt, Fac. of Biologt, Univ. of Belgrade, SERBU

Mt. Durmitor is a part of the Dinaric Aips. It is encirclcd by the canyons of the Piva, Tara and
Susica rivcrs. The greatest part of the mountain is at the altitude of 1-500m above sea level (town Zabljak
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at 1450m), while the highest peak is at 2525m above sea level (Bobotov kuk). Mt. Durmitor had a

vehement geological past. It was made by wrinkling Trias and Jura limestone layers which mixed due to
intcnsive tectonic changes in the Quaternary. Significant climatic changes (glaciation and interglaciation i

took placc during the Quaternary at Mt. Durmitor and in its surrounding which caused development and
preservation of specific flora and fauna.

The faunistic diversity of Mt. Durmitor is caused by the richncss and zone distribution of
vegetation. From the Tara. Susica and Piva River Canyons towards the peaks. zones of oak, beech, and
coniferous forcsts follow each other regularly and then turn into the zone of grass communities.

Our investigations. carried out by various methods of material collecting from many localities of
Mt. Durmitor, showed that the braconid fauna of this mountain is diverse and rich. We registered the
following species for the fauna of Mt. Durmitor'. Xenarcha lustrator Hal. (Doryctinae), Bracon htteator
Spin.. B.obscurator Nees. B.vaiator Nees, .8. enatictts (Wesm.) (Braconinae), Rogas bicolor Spin.
(Rogadinae). Mauocentnts infirmus (Nees), M.collais (Spin.) (Macrocentrinae), Acaelius subfasciattts
Hal. (Acaelinae), Agathis glabncula Thoms. (Agathidinae). Apanteles metacarpalis Thoms., Pholephesor
circumscripttts (Nees), Cotesia telengai Tob., C.vanessae Reinh.. C.tibialis CurL. Sathon falcatus Nees.
Ilidops srrelus Reinh., I.naso Marsh., Glyptapanteles fulvipes Hal. (Microgasterinae), Desmiostoma
pan,tthtm Wesm. (Opiinae). Exotela flavicoxa (Thoms.), Phaenocarpa ntficeps Nees, Anisocyfta perdita
Hal., Aphaereta major Thoms. (Alysiinae), Microctoruts melanopus Ruthe, M.deceptor Wesm..
M.brevicollis Hal., fiigostolus falcatus (Nees), Meteorus obsolettrs (Wesm.), M.oculatus Ruthe, M.eadyi
Hud. (Euphorinae). The species Xenarcha lustrator, Bracon htteator, Cotesia telengai and Exotela Jlavicoxa
are new for the fauna of Yugoslavia.

In addition to these. the species of the following genera were registered: Ontsira, Colastes,
Diospilus, Aleiodes, Diolcogaster, Dacnusa, Chorebus, Dinotrema, Aspilota, Tanycarpa, Sarops, Synaldis,
Ectilis, Asobara, Alysia, Onhostigma, Coelinidea, Opius, Orgrlus, Blaau, Eubazus.

NEWRECORDS OF HARPACTICOIDS (CRUSTACEA, COPEPODA) FROM FRESHAND
BRACKISH GROUNDWATER OF GREECE

M. C. BRUNO, V. COTTARELLI

Dip. di ScienzeAmbientali, Univ. della Tuscia,Via S. Camillo de Lellis, 01100 Viterbo, ITALA

In this paper the authors provide some new datas concerning the researches carried out from
1988 to 1995 on harpacticoids from subterranean fresh and brackish waters of continental and insular
Greece. An up-to-date list of the collected taxa is provided and discussed, even if not all the sampled
material has been examined yet.

As regards continental groundwater, samples have been collected from wells, reservoirs and
hyporheic waters in different sites. It has therefore been possible to find new sampling stations for typical
stygobionts belonging to taxa already known for greek Fauna, such as Nitrocrella for Ameiridae,
Schizopera for Diosaccidae, Elaphoidella for Canthocamptidae. For some of these genera, moreover,
probable new species still in study have been collected.

Very interesting results have been achieved studying harpacticoids from subterranean brackish
water, both from dwells and rivermouths. Actually, the brackish-water fringe between marine and
freshwater sediments seems to be an ecothone worthy of further detailed investigations. To this purpose,
a very meaningful finding is represented by a new species belonging to the genus Schizoperopsis
Apostolov 1982, collected in Peloponnesus from a freshwater well near Monemvassia and from the
interstitial brakish water of a rivermouth near Kardamili. Schizoperopsls is a brand new taxa not only for
Greece, but also for the Mediterranean Sea, since until now the genus was represented by two species
from the Black Sea and one species from the Kerguelen, Islands. These three species have been grouped
by Apostolov 1982, in the subgenus Schizoperopsiq; a fourth species from the coasts of Ghana represents,
according to Apostolov (1982), the subgenus Psammoschizoperopsis.In the same rivermouth sampling
station we have also found a probably new species of Arenopontia (family Cylindropsyllidae), worthy of
investigations because it seems to be very close to other species living exclusively in fresh or slightly
brackish italian water.
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A Pararenopontia sp. collected in Naxos Island, from interstitial brackish water at the mouth of
Kalandos River, in Kaladu Bay, belongs to the same family. The species belonging to the genus
Pararenopontia Bodiou and Colomines 1986 are P. breviafticulata from interstitial littoral water o1 Sylt
Island (Germany) and P. tisetosa from interstitial littoral water of Galapagos Islands. The species found
in Naxos is without doubt of a great interest not only if it is considered from a faunistical and
biogeographical point of view, but also because the phylogenetic positions of the Cylindropsyllidae is
today under discussion.

Afrolaophonte poi Masry 1970, belonging to the family Laophontidae, is a rare interstitial
harpacticoid from mediterranean waters; it had been collected, as far as we know, only from israeli and
italian coasts. This species, that we have found in brackish water of Skyros Island, on Molos beach, close
to Skyros village, has therefore been collected in Greece for the first time. Excluding,4. poi, the getus
Afrolnophonte is represented by several species living in tropical interstitial waters. Some plesiomorphic
morphological features of A. poi, could be useful to formulate an hypothesis concerning origin and
dispersal of the species belonging to this genus.

THE PUMPKINSEED - Lepomis gibbosus L. (CENTRARCHIDAE, PISCES) - IN THE WATERS OF
VOJVODINA

L. BUDAKOV, N. SEKULIC, D. BRANKOVIC

Inst. Nafiire Protection of the Republic of Serbia, Dept. Novi Sad, Radniicka 20, 21000 Novi Sad, SERBIA

Despite detailed ichthyological investigations in Serbia, water pollution, as well as very often
inadequate stocking with allochthonous fish species from America and Asia, such as lctalurus nebulosus
Le Sneuq Ctenopharyngodon idella Yal., Hypophthalmichthys molitrix YaI. andAistichthys nobilis Rich.,
caused changes in the composition of autochthonous ichthyofauna and to the distribution of some

lPecies. The pumpkinseed (Lepomis gibbosus L., 1758) and large mouth bass (Micropterus salmoides
Lacipede, 1802), from the family of Centrarchidae, are also present in the waters of Serbia.

The aim of this paper is to retiew the distribution of L.gibbosus in the waters of Serbia,
particularly within the protected areas in Voivodina.

AncvrocePhatusParafl'ffi,3H^i:'ll.,l3ii{K?t?"rtH#,1ilX*sPEclEsFoR

P. CAKICI, D. KATARANOVSKII, M. MILUTINOVIC

1. Inst. for Biological Research'sinisa Stankovic', 2g.Novembra 142, 11060 Belgrade, \ERBU
2. Inst. for Medical Researches, Univ. of Belgrade, 11000 Belgrade, SERBIA

An inventory of fish parasites of the Danube river has been conducted as a part of basic
research of the Ministry of Science and Technology of Serbia. The monogenean species Aicyrocephalus
paradoxus was found on the gills of Stizostedion lucioperca L. at the locality bitween Belgrade and
Pancevo., i.e. tI66 to 1154km of the Danube course. This fish parasite has not been detected in Serbian
freshwater yet, nor has it been in the freshwaters of former Yugoslavia. It is a large worm, 4.8 to 5.0mm
long, and 0.6 to 0.8mm wide. The species belongs to the order Dactylogyridae, family Ancy'rocephalidae,
subfamily Ancyrocephalinae. A large number of species (more than 300 forms) belonging to this group
have been described from the freshwaters of Africa, South Asia, North and South America (Bauei,
1985). Nwertheless, the systematic justification of the subfamily Ancyrocephalinae has been questioned
by Gujev (1955), Bihovski (1957), and Bihovski & Hagibina (t970).
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REAL VS. POTENTIAL DISTRIBUTIONS: APPLICATION TO THE HERPETOFAUNA OF A
REGION OF THE MEDITERRANEAN BASIN

M.A. CARRETE,I{O. G.A. LLORENTE. A. MONTORI. X. SANTOS, J. FRANCESH

Dept. de Biologia Atittul (Veftebrats), Fac. de Biologia, Uni,. de Barcelona, At,. Diagortal 615, E-08028
Barcelona. SPAII',I

The comparison bet\rveen the reai distribution of a species and its potential range induced fror:-
ecological parametcrs may give information about the historical influences on the biogeography of thes.'

species. Amphibians and reptiles are good subjects for this kind of analysis since they are abundant. easil'.

detcctcd and their dispersion abilities are low.
The area of study chosen was the NE Iberian (Catalonia and Andorra). Th. high diversin

observed is due to the frontier efTect between dry and wet parts of the Iberian Pcninsula. The herpetofauna
of this region consists of 44 spccie s ( 14 amphibians and 30 reptiles) belonging threc biogeographicirl groups:

Eurosibcrian. Mediterranean and Pyrcnean endemics. 'lil e data have been anaiyzed on the basis of the
10x10 km UTM square. Each square rvas typified for three variables of ecoiogical significancc: minimum
August temperature. annual rainfall and altitude. A logistic function was calculated based on the values of
the variables in the squares where the species was rcally present in order to detcrmine the probability ol
presence of this species in cach square. Subsequcnt potential distributions wcrc obtained fur each species

and compared with the real oncs.
This tridimensional model aliows the intcrpretation of the factors influencing the distributions r.:

amphibians and reptiles in this area. Some spccics show coincident distributions indicating that ecological
requirements are enough to explain their ranges. When the real distribution is larger than thc potential, it L<

probably due to smaller scale phenomena (microhabitat). In the opposite. other effects are implied such a-.

historical (expansion, regression or impossibility of colonization) and interactions with other/s similar
species (competition).

THE AVIFAUNA OF THE LAKES O!'WESTERN MACEDONIA, GREECE

G. CATSADORAKIS

530 77 Ag Gennanos, Prespa, GREECE

The avifaunas of thc lakes Chimaditis. Zazar| Vegoritis. Petron, Mikri Prespa, Megali Prespa

and Kastoria werc studied during 1983-i994. A list of the 217 bircl spccics observed at the lakes and at a
radius of 4km around each one of them is given, indicating brecding. wintering. passagc migrants and

rare species. More species brced at Lake Mikri Prespa, rvhere many rare aquatic species have their
strongholds in Greecc. At Kastoria and Petron thcre are small ancl dwindling breeding colonies of herons
(Gra.v. Ardea cinerea, and Night, N),cticorctr nycticorac) and Pygmy Cormorants, Phalacrocorcu pygmaeus.

whereas in Chimaditis erists the only breeding aggregation of Pochards. Aytlrya feriru, in Greece and the
second larger breeding numbers ol Whiskcred Terns. Chlidonias lqbndus. In Vegoritis there are no

important breeding species. Vegoritis mainly. but also Megali Prcspa. host the highest numbcrs of
waterfowl in winter. Commonest species in winter in these two lakcs are Coot. Fulica atra. Great Crested
Grebe. Podiceps oistatLts, and Tufted Drck, Aytlrya fiiligttla. the numbers of which are nationallr'
important. The numbers of most heron and raptor species are on the decline during the last years. The
same individuais of at least 16 bird species use more than onc lake in the same period of the year to
fulfill needs of brecding. resting and wintering. Thus. management measures necessary for the protection
of some rare species must cncompass all lakes since these must in part be considered as a wetland
system, rather than separate wetlands.
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CR\\IO\IETRlc DISCRI\II\\\T KEYS roR DETER\II\ATIO\ oF -tpodemrts SpECIES IN
BULGARTA

Z. CI{ASS O'V}IIKAROVA, S. GERASSIMOV

Inst. of Zoology, BAS, Tsar Ost oboditel l, 1000 Sofia, BULGARIA

PHENETIC VAIUABILITY AND DEGREE OF SIMILARITY WITHIN GENUS Apodemus KAUP,
1829IN BULGARI{

The wood mice (gen rs Apodemus) represents one of the most peculiar and numerous rodent
group, inhabiting large part of the Palearctic landscape-climatic zo.res. ihe genus is characterized by
morpho-ecological parallelism and occurrence of morphologically sligitly differeniiated, but
reproductively isolated forms. This reflects its evolutioniry yiutn" and'the going processes of
chromosomal speciation.

The described in the literature morphological criteria don't allow to achieve a clear-cut species
determination of the individuals, belonging to subgenus Sylvaemus. This necessitated contemporary
methods for genetic differentiatiol to be applied. on tne giound of three diagnostic isoenzyme loci -
LDH-Z, SOD-2 and NP (Hartl et a1.,1992) wire obtained simples of A. syh,aticis adl. Jtaviiollis of 45
individuals each. Using the stepwise discriminant analysis of 6^0 craniometric characters we worked outthree craniometric discriminant keys _for species differentiatio n of A. sylvaticus and, A. flavicollisindividuals. The first craniometric complex oftharacters (CCC) includes 5 measurements of the cranium
and the lower jaw. The second one is composed of 6 cranial characters and the third CCC includes 5
characters of the lower jaw. The first two CCC allow to achieve I00Vo correct determination of the
individuals and the third one - 94%. This three CCC were computed with high values of F-criterion.

. The close propinquity of A. sylvaticus and A. micropi from one hand ana its propinqui ty to A.
flavicollis from the other hand very often makes the correct determination of the individuals of this three
species quite difficult, especially in collections. On the ground of genetically determined samples of ,4.
sy.lvaticus. ulq4. flavicollis and a sample of morpholo"gicatty detErmined irJila;il;f 

-)-.--*icrops 
a

diagnostic CCC for this three species wis composea. rniJccc includes 5 characters. It allows to achieve
97Vo cotrect determination for the individuals of A. syhtaticus and, l\OVo for A. flavicollis and A. microps.

The fitness of the obtained craniometric keys was proven in applying ihem on individuals of the
both species in Bulgaria and Germany.

Z. CIIASOVNIKAROVA, S. GERASSIMOV, M. KOCHEVA

Ittst. of Zoology, BAS, Tsar Ost,oboditel l, t000 Sofia, B(J LGARIA

- A phenetic analysis of the five Apodemus species inhabiting Bulgaria: A. sylvaticus L., L777; A.
llavicollis Melchior, 1934:A. microps,Kratochvil & tiosicky, 1952,A."my*acinusDanford & Alston, 1g77
(subgenus Syh'aernus, Ognev, 1924) ardA. agraius Pallas, 1771 (subgenusApodemus s. s/r.) was carriedoulThe aim of this investigation was 1) to reveal the patterns" or tne discontinuous variability,
characteristic both for the genus and for the 

-particular species and Z) to assess the degree ofdiscontinuous differentiation and- divergence of this species. The variabil ity of 23 discontinuous
characters (according to Berry 1963 aid, Hedges, 1969) with proven Mendeiian segregation in thegenerations (Gruenberg 

-1956) was investigaied- tn ihe 
"r*"y have been inctrioet leneticallydetermined individuals of the two morphologically similar species-.4. sylvaticus and.A. Jlavicoltii.No sexual dimorphism in the expression of this 23 discontinutus characters was found.The observed epigenetic polymorphism within genu s Apodemus in Bulgaria could bedetermined as transient or stable pot1,.no.prrism. The speciEsA. agiaius ardA. Jtavicollis are ratherdifferentiated and express. the highest epigenetical uniqr"r"rr. T[e species of genus Apodemus inBulgaria are characterized by comparativeiy iimilar type of epigenetic variability.

The obtained qualitative assessment of the viriabilitliwithin particulir species shows that theydiffer slightly one from, another by their average number'of phenttypes, but the pattern of their
intraspecies diversity is different. In the A. sylvaticus group the relative part of the raie phenotypes is
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highest. theA. mystaclzus group is more equalized in regard to the frequency expression of the particui.:
variants of the characters. while inA. flavicollls the rare morphs are almost absent, but the phenotlp.:
diversity is higher than in A. syh'aticLts and A. agraitts. This means, that the phenotypic diversity in ---

flat,icollis is a result of equal frequencies in the expression of the "normal" and "abnormal" characte:.
InA.sylvaticusand-,1. ag'aiusthe"abnormal"variantsofthecharaclersareexpressedinhigherdegree.

The epigenetic distances have been computed by clustering of the mean measure of divergen..
(MMD, Berry, i963) and of indices of similarity (Zhivotovslq,, 1983). The obtained generalize:
epigenetic distances between the particular species, reflecting the mean genetic divergence betwee-
them, as well as the found phenetic similarity outline simultaneously one and the same structure .:
propinquity between the species in the genus. The most similar by their epigenetic basis as well as by ti:"
pattern of their variability are A. sylvaticus and A. flat,icollis. Together with the other two species c:
subgenus Sylvaemtts they form a group. in relation to whichy'. agraius is more remote.
The obtained phenogramme shows corrcctly the systematic structure of the genus and conforms to tht
resuits of the biochemical-genetic analyses (Britton-Davidian J., 1991).

PRELIMINARYRESULTS ON THE STRUCTURE OFTHE POPULATIONS OFMYTIIAS
galloprovincialls I-AM., 1819, IN THE EAST COAST OF THESSALONIKI'S GUFL

CH. CHINTIROGLOU, J. CHRISTIDIS, G. SKOUFAS, P. KARALIS,
S. LOUKMIDOU, CHR. ANTONIADOU, M. LANTZOUNI, E. PAGOU

Aistotle Unit,. of Thessaloniki, School of Biology, Dept. Zoologt Box. 131, 54006 Thessaloniki Macedonia,
GREECE

In this paper preliminary results on the study of Mytihts galloprovinciafis populations. collected
from different sites in the east coast of Thessaloniki's Gulf, are presented. No differencies were observed
on the structure of this populations among the sampling sites during the same season (winter and

summer). On the contrary, the populations found to vary significantly between winter and summer. The
observed variations are due to both abiotic (mainly hydrodynamic) and biotic factors like immigratiou
intraspecific competition and predation. AIso, the fishery activities in this area should be considered a-<

well.

FEEDING HABITS OF THE SEA ANEMONE Paranemonia vouliagmeniensis DOUMENC et a1.,1987
(ACTINARIA, ANTHOZOA)

CH. CHINTIROGLOU*, T. VALKOUMA*, M. CULLEY**, J. CHRISTIDIS*

*Aistotle Univ. of Thessaloniki,School of Biologt, Dept. Zoologt, P.O.Box. 134 51006 Thessaloniki
(Macedonia), GREECE
** Univ. of Portsmouth, School of Biological Sciences, The Maine Laboratory, Ferry Road, Hayling Island,
PO 11ODG,. U.K

This paper discusses the diet of a sea anemone species (Paranemonia votiliagmeniensls) from lake
Vouliagmeni, near Athens, Greece. The lake, with elevated and stable temperature throughout the year.

brackish waters and a high mineral content presents a specialised biotope in which P. vouliagmeniensis s
an important element. The population consists of two groups; one established on algae in deeper parts of
the lake, and an older one living on gravel in shallower habitats. Feeding preferences depended on the
anemone's ability to catch prey, combined with the composition of the prey. It appears, that this
anemone species utilises a diverse feeding strategy, according to the biotope in which it is found. The
main prey items appear to be Mollusca and Crustacea. The anemone is mainly a suspension feeder.
although it can also feed by active tentacle action.
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DISTRIBUTION oF Calliactis parasilrca (COUCH) (ANTHOZOA) pOT ULATION IN SYN.,IBIOSIS
WITH ANOMURA DECAPODA IN THERMAIKOS GULF |NTACPNONIA, GREECE)

J. CHRISTIDIS'-. CFI. CHINTIROGLOU*. M. CULLEY**
*Attstotle Uttiv. of T'ltessoloniki, Sclrcol of Biriog, Dept. Zoolog, p.O.IJo.r. 134 -;1006 I'lrcssalottiki
.14 u c t 1,, t t i tt, G RE l: C 1.,

*-* Urtn'. of Poftsrtoutlt, Sclrcctl ..f Biologicor sciences, Tlrc Maine Laborotorl,,r'eny Roacl, Ilaylittg Island,POIIODG,.U.K.

The sea ancmone CalLiactis para.sllica associates with several species of thc anomouran crabs. InThernraikos Gulf it is found living symbioticallv rvith Pagtuistes ercmita-and Paguttts excaratty.This stuclv
examirres the distribution of a pr'rpulatiol of this anemone. which was founcl liv-ing lvith prrgr,ir;r';';,.;;;;;;
' Tl1e results implied =that the sea anemonc C. parasitica initiates irs svrnbiosis fiom carlli'in its life. thatis within thc lirsl 10-12 months. This fact rnav suggest increasecl nuiritional neecls at those early lile
stages. which are fullfilled through sl,mbiosis u,iih anomurans.

GENETIC VARIATION IN THE MEDITERRANEAN WILD GOAT
(Capra aegagrus ERXLEBEN, 177 7)

F. CIANII, M. MASSETI2, O. TU.qTASSINO3, M.PN-AZZO4, A. CAPPUCCIO4

1. Centro di scienze ]',laturali di prato, via di Galceti 74, 50047 prato, ITALIA
2: I:r:r*?.di Antrop-ologta, univ. di Firenze, via d.er proconsoro 12, 5br22 Firenrr, ITALL4
3. Dip. di Scienza della Produzione Animale, [Jniv. Fedeico U, AfjoSS pirtici (Napoli), ITALU
4'^Consonio di Speimentazione, Di,ulgazione e Applicazione di Biotecnologie'Irulot,ative, g2020 Circello(Berterento), TTALIA

on the Mediterranean isrands there is no paleontorogicar evidence of the euaternary occurenceof Capra 
?egagrus ERXLEBEN, t777 that has been introdu"ced by humans from the Near East sinceearly Neolithic times. The natural Late Pleistocene diffusion of theipecies is only documented from theEastern Mediterranean mainland, where wild goat populations still survive in the South Anatolianmountains' The aim of this paper is to study the genetii viriability and relationships between some of theextant Mediterranean wild goat populations through the analysistf samples of goat hairs from the islandof Montecristo (Northern Tyrrhenian Sea, Italy), tir" irtuna or iambtnraki (Northern i"geu, s"u,Greece), the island of Crete (Greece) and the Tbrmessoss National park (Antait; i;;k;y);erformed

by random amplified polymorphic DNIA (RAPD).

V. CIOCHIA. H. BOEITIU

Lab. I'tdte Biologiqtte et Prot.. de la Nature, str. FLLnclattu.ii 2, 2200 Braso, ROI.L.INIA

Autl.rors present results obtaincd witlt Trichogratnnlo ettotlutfagoLts in AtLtograpltu gay1rl,.Agrotis 
-spp'. 

Sc.otia spp.- Mamestr.t spp.. ostrinia nubiliiis. Lobesia botrana. ancl Atrtrsia spp. control.phytophagous insccts darnage at sugii beet. maizc" cabbage. vine. peach ancl plum crops. A syntheticcomparison betwecn rcsults obtained witl't Tiichogro,rrn uid rvith insecticicle is presentci. cmphasizing
the rcmarkable contribution of biological measures for public t euttt.r ur.i "nyi;,il;;,.Th;r,'"

UTILIZATION oF Ticlngramma entomofogous rN LEAF INSECT coNTRoL UNDER ECONOMIC
DAMAGE LE\'EL FROM RUMANIA
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I:ntomophagous
Insect-icicle

Dr.se iha Phltophagous Crop Efficiency
unattacked pl

Treated
area

T.detrlroliri
Diazol -10 EC

7-s.000
2tt

Lepidoptera
Noctuidae

sugar -beet 85.7
93.3

Brasclv

'I'.rttttidis

Scvur [J5 WP
200.000

2It
Oslririu n. maize( furda 100) 82.0

57.2

'furda

T.et'otrcscctts
Srnoratox-35

100.000
0. 15lt

l,epidoptera
Noctuidae

cabbage 75.3
86.1

Clraiova

T.evotrc.sc:etts

Decis 2..5 EC
100.000

0.211

Lobesitt botrattt vincvard 93.0 (bunch)
9-s.6

Murfatla
r

The surface varied between -5 -1000 ha (at plum) using 2 - 4 treatments. In the present cont-r;
the biological material from Brasov biostation costs abou TUSD / 100.000 Tricltogramrna. practicr.-'
making it possible to keep tha under control with 14USD for 2 treatments. small cardboard applicati, :
manually done.

In conclusion" a synthetic ecogram of Lcpicloptera-Noctuidae is presented. which can be use;
lbr extraclir.rg information on thc population dynamics in the absence of other inlbrmation sources, ani t
proposal towards the use of different Triclrcgratrutta species is discussed.

STRUCTUITE AND ACTI\TTIES OF CARABIDAE (INSI'CTA) IN THtr SUGAR-BEEI] CULTURE5
OF RUN{ANIA

V. CIOCHIA, H, BOERIU

Lab. Lutte Biologiqtre et Prot. de la l'lattu'e, str. l-tutdatwii 2, 2200 Braso, ROIL!.|'{U

Our research started in 1914. Captures have been done from March to September with properh
formed traps. In the zones with no pesticide treatment Carabidae species were dominanL (IJaryalu-.
pLtbescctts, PterosticluLs ntelanaitts, P.cLtpretts, P.niger, Carabtts cancellatLLs, C.tillrichi). Ccrtain spccies the
normally live in the forest zone. were also exploiting the sugar-beets (Carabts cancellatLts tttherculatur
Clivina fossor, Harpctltts grisetts, Pterosticlru.s niger, P.ntelaturius, P.atpreiis). In general. rve have captured
all epigean fauna. but here we consider onlv Carabidac. In order to protcct entophagous insects. it is

nccessary to use biological and integrated treatments for the protection of both tl.re natural equilibrium
in the agrocoenoses and thc environment. that is the health of Earth.

PRE\IIOUS FINDINGS OF RACCOON DOG (Nyctereutes proclonoides ussuriensis MATSCHIE,
1907) IN FORMERYUGOSLAVIA AND ANALYSIS OF PROBABLE PATHS OF ITS

IMMIGRATION

D. CIROVIC, M. MILENKOVIC

Inst. Jbr biological researcl4 "S'inisa Stankofic", 29 Novembra 112, Belgrude, SERBU

Alter a massive introduction of Raccoon Dog from the area of Oriental Asia (1934-1953) and
its successful acciimatization in thc Europcan part of former USSR. the areal of this species ha..

explosively spread towards North and Ccntral Europe. In a relatively short time pcriod Raccoon Dos
sprcad all the way- up to Finland ancl Central Swcdcn. inhabiting Poland. Gcrmany, Cczska. Slovakia-
Hungar1,. Romania and latcly FR. Yugoslavia as wel1. In the West direction, the furthest it goes :s

Fr:rnce.
During the last 17 years. from thc momcnt of finding the first specimcn (.20.02.1978. Negotin

the relevant data rvere collcctcd that undoubtfully speak of a rather wide presence of the Raccoon Dos
on the territory of FR. Yugoslavia. C)n the basis ol documented data and reliable testimonies L'r
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naturalists and huntcrs as wcll as of ever frcquent fieid observations. the authors indicate points ol
findings of Raccoon Dog in FR. Yugoslavia and present a map of its actual distribution.

The paper also indicates probablc paths of irnmigration of this spccies in FR. Yugoslavia on thc
basis of thc chronolotical anal,vsis of findings on the Yugoslav territory. and published clata on irs
findings in the areas of surrounding countries.

UPDATED NOTES ON THE HERPtrTOFAUNA OF THE CIRCUMSICILIAN ISLANDS

C. CORTI*. P. LO CASCIO'*. S. VANNI*. G.F. TURRISI**. A. VACCAI{O**."

* Museo di Stotia I'laturale dell' Uni'. di Fit'enze, .\ezione di Zoologta 'La Specola', Via Romanct 17, 50125
l'ir"etze, ITALU
** Via Satta Maia dei Monti 67, 95030 Grolina di ()atania (Catania), UALU*** Via Fratelli Clualanti 29,95100 Catania, ITALU

Although the herpetofauna of the circumsicilian islands is generally well known, we are of the
opinion it could be useful even for conservation policy, to list ex no't,o the circumsicilian herpetofauna
(Maltese islands excluded) as a contribution to an updated knowledge of the centrai western
Mediterrariean basin. One amphibian and fourteen reptiles are recorded in this area. The spectra of the
different chorological categories of the species present in the above mentioned area show tirat presence
of south european species decreases gradually in a northwest-south.direction, while an increaie of the
north mediterranean and, in general, all the mediterranean chorotypes is observed. European and
oriental senstt lato species are lacking from the circumsicilian islands, evefl though they are well
represented on the main island.

We also report for the first time the occurence of Vipera aspis francisciredi on Vulcano island,
almost surely recently imported, and a new locality for the species Podarcis sicula (Scoglio Lavane islet).

scoRPIoN DMRSITY IN SOUTFIWESTERN PELOPONNESE, GREECE (SCORPIONES)

P. CRUCIT-TI

Societa Rotnana di Scienze Naturali, Via Fratelli Maisti 43, 00137, Roma, ITALIA

An analysis of scorpion diversity in southwestern Peloponnese is presented. Species richness has
been used as a criterion for determining some important sites for conservation in the area under
consideration. The protection of some humid biotopes, the habitat of the large and lulnerable species
Iurus dufoureias, is considered of paramount importance for the near future.

MONK SEAL PUP PRODUCTION IN THE NATIONAL MARINE
PARK OF ALONNISSOS . N. SPORADES

P. DENDRINOS, S. KOTOMATAS, E. TOUNTA

MOrnlHellertic Sociely for the Study and Protection of the Monk Seal
53 Solomotr Str., 10132 Athens, GREECE

The existcnce of one of the largesl known breeding ilonk seal populations in the N. Sporades
islalds provides a unique opportunity for studcling in the fielcl the biol,cg,v and ecologl, st thii hightv
endangereci specics. Since 1990, a long tcrm projcct has be cn establishecl in the National-Marine Irart oi
Alonnissos-N. Sporadcs and the neighboring arcas rvith aim to stucly and monitor the status of the local
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scal population. Part ol this projcct. frorn which results rvill be presented. is to record pup producti-'r
and pup behavior in the wild.

The studSr is bcing cclnductcd b1, regular direct visits to the seal habitats (sca caves) and br':.:,
use of preprograrnrled photographic camcras within the sheltcrs. through which individuals obsen.-
one identificd and their bchavior is noted.

During the studv period" from 1990 until Novcmber 199-5. 3-5 new born pups have bc,
recorded and monitored rvithin thc study area. Thc births of pups recorded are clistributed between J,.
ancl I)ecernbcr rvith a peak in Septembcr. Morphometric ancl developrnental data were collected u'hc
possible and will be prcscnted.

In terms of behavior. during the tirst and second months of development. pups spe:,
consiclerable time with their mothers u'hile this dccreases by the fourth month of development. Pu:l
were obsenecl to enter the sca rvithin the caves in the first wcek of lite even in thc absence of thc:-
mothers. In addition, pups were found to change shelters and travel distances of scveral hundred mere:.
even at an early ago.

COMPOSITION AND DYNAN{ICS OF N{ACRZOOPERIPHYTON AND BOTTOM FAUNA IN CR\I
TrMOK Rr\tsR BASIN (YUGOSLA\.IA)

N. DJUKIC, B. MILJANOVIC. S. MALETIN. A.IVANC

LIni,. of lVot'i Sttd, Inst. of Biobgt, 21000 Novi Sad, SERBU

Hydrobiological invostigations of mezofauna in Crni Timok river systerr werc carried out durine
199l-1992 period. Material rvas collected seasonally from the sevcral representative profiles including
high and low water level. The studied fauna consists the next groups: T-urbellaria, llematodes,
Oligocltaeta, Ilirtdinea, ()astropoda, Bivah'ia, Amplipoda, Aracluida. Trichoptera, Plecoptera-
Epltenteroptera, I)iptera, Colcoptera and Megaloptera On the base of the structure of anall,zed part o{
the bioccnosis tind thcir lemporal and spatial distribution the biodiversity and water quality of river
system wero cvalualed.

THE A\.II.AUNA OF THE ISLAND OF GA\DOS: PRELIMINARY RESULTS

M. DRETAKIS

Univ. of Crete, Dept. of Biolog4 P.O.Box 2208, 711 09 lraklio, Crete, GREECE.

The avifauna of the island of Gavclos has bccn almost unknown until few years ago. The ven'
fcrv records rcfcrred only to summer months. 'Ihe total number of bird spccies. according to them. was
18, with only 2 of lhem bcen reportecl as breecling ones.

This studv is an attempt to cstimate the specics of birds that stop on the island during the
spring migration and also to record as many breeding specics as possible, in relation to the habitats and
thc island charactcr of the biotope. The datir. that were collected repeatedly, provide mainll, qualitatit,e
inlbrrnation. but the1, constitute a base fc'rr a quantitative sludy which is going to include rvintering bird
species as well.

A total numbcr o1 76 bird species obsencd. It becomes ccrtain that Gavdos is a station where
manv passerines rest and forage during their migration movemcnts. The pclpulation density of some
species. such as Motacilla Jlava. Plrylktscopus troclihts and Muscicapa stt'iata. secms to be particularlr
high. Some species from othcr bird orders likc Falco eleonorae. Streptopelia tw7ur. Otus scctps, (Jpupa
epops \Nere krund in gooil nr.rmbers as well. Nine species wcre found to nest. although there is a bie
possibility that threc to five more species may also nest. This number is still verv low. Though. the
absence of some birds. that wcre expected cluc to the habitats. is rernarkable, e.g. the species,SyAla
ntelanocepltala and Galeritla cistata. although they are vcry common and numerous on Crete they were
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not recordcd on Gavdos. Considering tl.re resident species. the population of Alectctris chLtkar. which is
isolated for many vears, see ms to be particularly high.

The avilauna of Ciavdos exhibits characteristics of an isolated island avifauna. It is poor. rvith
high disharmot.ty since entire groups of birds. such the finchcs and the larks. are absent from the resiclcnt
or thc brccding species. This is probabll,'cluc to the lorv clivcrsitv, ol thc habitats. Nevertheless. thc island
is lilt ilnportltllt strtion lbr munv mitrunts. espLciall-\'lor inseetrvor,)us n1:\crincs.

Moreover. thcre is eoing to be a cornparison of the bircl communities on Gavclos to those tiom
other corresponding islands.

DISTRIBUTION OF GASTROPODS IN LAKE KtrRKINI (NORTHERN GREECE): INTERACTTVE
INFLUENCE OF VARIOUS PHYSICOCHEMICAL PARAMETERS

N. ELEUTHERIADIS, M. FIATZIOANNOU, M. LAZARIDOU-DIMITRIADOU

Lab. of Zootog. School of Biolog, Aistotle [Jniv., 54006 Thessaloniki, GREECE

- The aquatic system of Kerkini in Northern Greece, consists of an artificial lake, canals and
marshes. The lake water is,used for irrigation of the Strymonas valley causing a continuous change in the
water level of the lake and of the marshes and canals. The lake supports a numerically rich and diverse
fauna, which includes several mollusc species. Little is known about the ecology and biology of theKerkini freshwater pulmonate and prosobranch snails, which constitute one of the links of the lake
trophic web and are also very important as intermediate hosts of several parasites. Consequenly, a
comparative study of the distribution of the gastropods of Lake Kerkini wai conducted from 19g9 to
199r.

Five species of freshwater snails were studied in three different areas. The prosobranch snails
Bithynia graeca (Westerlund, 1879) and Viviparus contectus (Millet, 1813) were found in the rocky shore
of the lake (site A) and. in the marshes adjacent to- the-inflowing 3trlrrrrronu, river (site B) respectively.
The pulmonate snails Plry_sa acuta (Draparnaud, 1805), Lymnaea-stagttalis (Linneus,'1753)inJ 1,y *,roioauiculaia (Linneus 1758) coexisted in a canal iituitea to thi northeast of the Lake Kerkini
characterized by static or slightly flowing water (site C). In the three different areas the following
physicochemical parameters were examined : water temperature, pH values di.J;;l oryg".r, totut
hardness' orthophosphates, chloride. According to the abtve parameters the snails were distributed in
sites with different chemical and physical properties. In the rit" A, B. graeca was found attached to
exposed surfaces of the undersides of rocks,V. contectus in the adjacent mirshes (site B) being unable to
face the difference of the water level in the rocky shore of the lake. Finaly in the site C,'where the
pulmonate snails P. acuta, L. stagnalis and L auiculaia were found, the low oxygen tension accounted
for the complete absence of prosobranch gastropods.

SEASONAL FLUCTUATION IN N{ICR.OARTHROPOD POPULATION IN NATUR{L PASTURES
IN GREECE

N.G. EMMANOUELI. G.TH. PAPADOULISI. CH. TZIALLA2,T. CTAUOUI{IDISI.
M. ATTIINIOTISI. A. SPOULOSl

I Agriafturctl Unit'. ol Atltens. Lab. of Agrtcultural Zoology & Entontology, Iera Oclos 75, I lg 55 Atltetts,
GREECE.
2' Natiorrul AgricultLu'al Research l'ounclation, Agiculttu'al Research Statiott of loanttitru, Ethrtikis
Arttistassis 1, Katsikas 45 500 loannino, GREECE.

The seasonal fluctuation in microarthropod (insects and mites) population in a grass ancl a
broad-l-caved natural pasture was stuclied in Co. I6annina. Epirus. Greece. ariing the periojNovember
1993 - Novcfirbcr 1994. As a ru]c the population densities ichieved bv mites cxieeded by far those of
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insects in both settings. Aphididae showed population peaks in April and October in grass pasture and

Decen.rbcr in thc broad-lcavecl one. Aptinrttlutps rLtJirs (Thysanoptera: Thripidae) dcveloped

population densities during winter and spring and this was more prevalent in grass

Phloeothripidae showed their peak on November - December in broad-leaved pasture while

was also the month with the highest population densities of On,vchiuriclae (Collembola) in the

pasture Entomobryidae (Collembola) obtained their highest population densities during winter
during winter - spring in grass and broad-leaved pasture respectively. The other two Collem

families: Lepidocyrtidae and Isotomidae attained their greater population densities during winter
spring. Seasonal trends of Astigmatic and Cryptostigmatic mites showed their preference

mild habitats which prevail in spring and fall in the area under study.
for humid

STUDIES ON MICROARTHROPODS ASSOCIATED WITH NATURAL PASTURES IN GREECE

N.G. EMMANOUEL1. CH.':ZIAI,LC. C.rU. PAPADOULISI. D. LYKOURESSISI, S.L. BO
J. PERDIKISl

l Agticultural Unit'. of Athens, Lab. oJAgiailtttral Zoolog'& Etttomology, Iera Odos 75, 118 55

GREECE.
2. l{ational Agicultural Research Fcttutdatiort. AgricultLual Research Staticttt oJ loannina, Etlutikis
l, Katsikas 45 500 loannina, GREECF:.

Knowledge on the microarthropods (insects and mites) associated with natural pastures

Greece, a most valuable natural resource, is almost absent. Some results are given of a qualitative

quantitative study on those arthropods associated with a grass and a broad-leaved pastures in
Ioannina, Epirus, Greece; which commenced in November 1993. The species richness of insects

mites in both pastures was found to be similar and comprised approximately 25 and 65

respectively. The evaluation of taxa, using the criteria of dominance and frequency showed that the

characteristic taxa were the following: a) grass-pasture: Entomobryidae, Lepidocyrtidae and

from Collembola; Thripidae (especially Aptinothrips rufus) from Thysanoptera; Aphididae
Homoptera; Acaridae (especially Tyrophagus spp.) from Astigmata; Oribatuloidea from
Tarsonemidae and Pyemotidae from Prostigmata and Ascidae (especially Alliphis hallei)
Phyoseiidae (especially Amblyseius gramlnls) from Mesostigmata. b) broad-leaved pasture:

and Entomobryidae from Collembola; Thripidae and Phloeothripidae from Thysanoptera;

from Homoptera; Acaridae (especially Tyroplugus spp.) from Astigmata; Oribatuloidea
Cryptostigmata; Tydeidae (especially Tydeus kochi), Tarsonemidae, Pyemotidae, Bdellidae
Prostigmata; Ascidae (especially Allipltis halleri) and Phytosciidae
Mesostigrnata.

(especially .4 mblyseius obtusus)

STATE OF THE.4Dles cephallonica FOREST ON MOUNT NNOS
(ISLAND OF KEFALONIA IONIAN SEA, GREECtr)

I' FOLLNER*, Y. ANTZOUI-ATOS**, S. BIANK*, S. MOMMERIZ*, A. PANOU**,
L. A. KTARENBERG*

* [Jni,. of Mwich, htst. ctf Zoologt, Karlstrasse 23, D-80333 MLuiclt, GERI|LA]IY
** Archipelagos - maine snd coastal management, Geory. Vergoti At'e. 61, GR-281 00 Argostoli, Kefalonia,

GREECE

The Greek Fir, Abies cephallonica (LOUDON), is a species of fir endemic to the
mainland of Greece and the island of Kefalonia in the Ionian Sea. It occurs in altitudes of 800 metres

higher Such forests exist in Kefalonia on Mount Ainos and on Mount Roudi. In 1991, it was

thatAbies cephallonica is strongly browsed, mainly by goats but also by sheep invading the national park



Mt. Ainos. In 1992, 1993 and 1995, the state of the trees was investigated more closely by applying a
methodology-used in forestry in order to evaluate if natural rejuvenescence of the forest still occurs.

At the northern slope of the mountain,947o of yowgAbies cephallonica trees (height of less than
200 cm) had tops removed by goats. At the southwestemslopE, the situation was even *o116. Th".", it was
not possible to find enough samples of young trees for a statistically correct investigation. Browsing of trees
strongly affects the growth leading to small diameters of stems and reduced hei!'ht compared to healthy
trees: the growth of the trees with a size within the reach of the goats (height of I"r, thu.r 150 cm) wai
significantly reduced compared to that of higher trees.

It is concludedthattheAbies cephallonica forest in the national park of Mt. Ainos is endangered by
the browsing of goats, in particular at the southwestern slope where climatic conditions are more harsh. The
chance for seedlings to grow is very small and the trees get that chance very lare. Th. i*pl;;;ntation of
effective protection measures seems to be difficult ev"n-within the nationai park because of the arduous
social and financial situation of the herdsmen.

OBSERVATIONS ON THE THANATOCOENOSIS OF MAI-ACOFAUNA OF THE LITTORAL
ZONE OF SARONIKOS GULF

E. FOUNTOULAKISI. B. SABELLI2

l. Natiorrul Centre Jbr Matine Research. 166 04 Heilenikon, GREECE
2. [Jni'. degli Studi di Bolognu. Dip. cti Biologia Et'oluziotti:stica Speimentale, Wa SeLmi 3, 10126 Bologrru,ITALU

COMPARATM MORPHOLOGICAL STUDY OF rta na balcanica AND Rana ridibunda

V. GAVRILOVICI, D.D. CVETKOVICI, G. DZIJKIC,,S. PETKOVSKI3

!. 2rpt Genetics and Evolution, Fac. Biologt, Belgrade, SERBU \
2. Inst. Biological Researth, Belgrade, SERBU
3. Macedonian Museum of Natural History, Skopje, FYROM

Rana balcanica was first described as a new species of water frogs from Greece. The distinction
between Rbalcanica and R.idibunda and. their distribution in Greece iave been subject to intensive
studies. However, some questions still remain open, such as the one on the northward distribution ofR'balcanica. Mating call is usually used as the most reliable discriminator of the two species, but theproblem of morphological differentiation is also of great interest, especially in females. In the present
study, the populations of R.balcanica from Gevgelija and the iut e ooliun, and the poputation orR'idibunda from Bitola were analyzed for morph-ological variation. Twenty two quantitat#e ana ninequalitative characters, as well as twelve standaidized-indices, were subjectla to muttivariate analyses.
Canonical discriminate analysis of morphometric characters provided u nignty significant discriminant
function. In addition, six enzyme loci wtre investigated electrophoreticallyibut silgnificant inierspecific
differences were not found. The results are discirssed with respect to g"ogrupliical distribution and
ecology of R.balcanica and Ridibunda.
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The malacofauna thanatocoenosis of the southern littorals of Sounion and Salamina island was
studied from shell debris' Overall 160 species were identified, belonging to: Bivalyia 34, Gastropo da l2I,
Scaphopoda 2, Polyplacophora 3.

Of these, 93 species that were common, in our study, are cosmopolitan. The remaining 67, which
present some zoogeographic interest, are considered in this study. Mosf of them are first reco"rds for the
study area. Special notice must be given to thelessepsian emmigrant Cellana rotta (Gme;lin 1791). Itsdistribution along the littorals of Salaina island showi u, 

"rpu.riion 
of its colonization in the Eastem

Mediterranean, which was known so far only from the coasts oi Israel.



BIODT\tsRSIIY CHAIIACTEIUSTIC S O!' SX,IALL MAMNIdL COMM UNITIE S IN BULGARTA

S. GERASSIMOV, T. MINKOVA

Ittst. ol Zoolo,qJ', BAS, Tzar Os,oboditel I, 1000 Sof ia, BLil-CiARU

Bulgaria is located in the central part of the Baikan peninsula where the influence of
biogeographical zones fincls erpression. This fact leads to the presence clf a considcrablc number
European small mammals (about 40 percents).

Previous investigations on the zoogeographical divisions of Buigarian fauna recognised
faunistic subregions represented in this country: Eurosiberian (north) and Mediterranean (south).
frontier lies across the sites with the northest submediterranean climatic influence. These subregions
divided in seven zoogeographic districts: Danube, Stara planina and Rila-Rhodope in the
zoogeographical subregion: Struma-Mesta" Tracian. Blacksea coilst. Strandja in
zoogcographical subregion.

Among the physico-geographical conditions in Bulgaria. the relief charactcr and the

the

are of a greatest significance for the recent small mammal fauna. On this basis we consider the
main biotopes: 1) synanthropic; 2) cultivated areas; 3) wetlands; 4) meadows and grazing grounds; 5)
forests; 6) beech forests; 7) coniferous forests; 8) biotopes with subalpine and alpine vegetation.

Eco-zoogeographical analysis includes both qualitative and quantitative composition
communities, which are represented by 9 insectivorous species and 31 rodent species in Bulgaria.
fourstep evaluation of the numbers of each species in a certain biotope is done. Using the number
species and their proportion in the communities, the diversity index for the biotopes in
zoogeographical district is given.

COMPARATIVE STUDY OF POPULATION DYNAMICS WITHIN THE PULMONATE
GENUS,4rrinaia.

S. GIOKAS

Urtit'. of Atltetts, Dept. of Biobgl, Sec't. ol Ecology ancl Taxonomy, 157 E4 Panepistimioupolis, Atlrcns,
GREECE

While the pulmonate gerrusAlbinaiaYesl is thoroughly investigated as far as its systematic
biogeographic status is concerned, its life history remains inadequately studied. However the lack
documented knowledge about the significant features of the life cycle, which influences survival
reproduction. builds a drarvback in our attempt to understand and cxplain microevolutionary
within the genus.

Population dynamics of the populations of A. coetulea (Vravrona, Attica), A. voithii
Lakonia), A. discolor (Egina, Saronicos Gulf), and,4. turrita (Kea, Kyklades), was studied over a
period (April 1992 - April 1994). The analysis deals with: a) the density of each population and
changes through time, b) the demographic structure of these populations and its modification
time. c) the mortality ratcs of thc total. mature and immature specimcns of cach population, d)
spatial distribution of each population. c) thc reprocluctivc pcriod and f) the aestivation timing
strategies.

The revealed results on these aspects of the populations studied indicate that: a) density
considerably high, even though its changes vary between these populations and through time, b)
are significant fluctuations as far as.the demographic structure of each population are
probably due to intrinsic factors, c) mortality differs between mature and immature specimens and in
case is correlated to population density, d) the spatial distribution is always contagious, e) reproduct
period is short and starts after the first autumn rainfalls, f) aestivation is triggered by photoperiod
stops due to humidity and photoperiod.

The above information reinforces the view that within,4lbinaia, species or populations share
series of similar life history features and their variations enables them to maintain an effective
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through time. In other worcls, differentiation in life history is opportunistic within the frame of a

common phylogenetic history.

DISTRIBUTION AND ECOLOGY OF THE LONG-LEGGEDBUZZARD (Buteo rufinus
CRETZSCHMA& 1827) IN CENTRAL BALKAN

B. GRUBAC

Inst. for the protection of nature of Serbia, Belgrade, SERBU

The longJeggedbtzzard (Buteo rufinus) is relatively rare and one of the less studied bird of prey

in Europe. In the present paper the author gives data on the distribution and ecology of this species in
central Balkan peninsula. The main material in this work are data collected by the author in the period

between 1980 and 1995 in Serbia and FYROM. Also, data from other ornithologists (oral
communications and unpublished reports) and from bibliography are presented. This is a preliminary
study of the present and past distribution, population ecology and trends, habitat, food, breeding (season,

nesting, clutch size, breeding success), interspecific relationships and problems of conservation of this

species.

ASPECTS OF THE LIFE CYCLE, POPULATION DYNAMICS, GROWTH AND SECONDARY
PRODUCTION OF THE EDIBLE SNAIL Codringtonia acarnanica (Kobelt, 1902)

(GASTROPODA - PULMONATA),IN PELOPONNISOS - GREECE

H. HADJICHARALAMBOUSI. M. LAZARIDOU.DIMITRIADOU2, M. MYLONAS3

t Dept. of Biology. Univ. of Crete, P.O.Box 2208, 714 09 lrakleio, Crete, GREECE.
2 

Sect. of Zoolog, Dept. of Biolog, Univ.of Thessaloniki, 540 06 Thessaloniki, GREECE.
3 The Natural History Museum, Univ. of Crete, P.O.Box 2208, 714 09 lrakleio, Crete, GREECE

Codingtonia acamanica (Kobelt, 1902) is an edible and rock-dwelling land snail. It is an

endemic species distributed in Acarnania and northem Peloponnisos, but data concerning its ecology

and biology are not available.
The life cycle, population dy,namics, growth and secondary production of C. acamanica were studied in
the area of Kalavryta, in Peloponnisos, for three years. Sampling took place at monthly intervals.

The demographic analysis of the population of C. acamanica revealed that:
a) Three cohorts are distinguished in the field throughout the year while a fourth one appeared after
the reproductive period.
b) The reproductive period starts after awakening from hibernation (early spring), but hatchlings
emerge to the soil surface after the first autumnal rainfals.
c) Growth rate increases during spring and autumn.

According to von Bertalanffy's method, C. acamanica needs 18 years to attain its maximum size

in the field.
Population density of C. acamanica flictuate.d during the study period and its spatial

distribution seemed to be contagious.
Life and fecundity table showed that mortality rate is very high during the first and third year of

life. Net reproductive rate (R6) was equal to 1.05 and per capita rate of increase (r.) was qqual to 1.01.

Annual secondary production revealed a mean annual standing crop (B) of 0.0492 g/m' and an annual
production p; of O.O+SS glm2lyear.Annual turnover ratio (PiB) was equal to0.992.
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SUMMER ASPECT OF SOME MACROZOOBENTHOS GROUPS OF THE GREEK FLOWING
WATERS

J. }IALGOS,I. KRNO

Cotnenitrs Univ., Fac. oJ hratLu'ol Sciences, Irtst. oJ'Zoology, Mll,nska dolirru Il2, 812 15 IJratislat,a,
SI-OVAKIA

During September i995, the summer aspect of several groups of macrozc'robcnthos
observecl in ,1 ttpes of flowing waters in Greece: 1) Kastalia's springs in Delphi, 2) epirhitral
Olympos Mt., 3) metarhitral in Olympia (Kladeos river), and 4) potamal in Pinios river, 20 Km to
west of Lamia. Eight species were found belonging to the order Ephemeroptera, 5 species in
5 species (including 2 unindentified) in Trichoptera, and 5 species in Diptera (Simuliidae). Five of
specics found appe arccl to be ne',v for thc Greek fauna'. Baetis bucerattts. B. nexus (both Ephemeroptcra
Protoneura titicla (P\ecoptera). I'let'ennania ayophila and EusirrutLiLtm angustipes (both
Simuliiclae).

COMPARATI\.E ANALYSIS OF THE DIET OF THE ANURA (\tsRTEBRATA: AMPHIBIA)
THE PETROVARADINSKO-KARLOVACKI RIT MARSH (YUGOSI-AYIA) DURING THE MA

SEASON

A. HORVAT, O. BJELIC

Inst. of Biologlt, PMF, Novi Sad, SERBA

During six field studies in the spring of 1995, 200 specimens of the Anura (genera Bombina
Rana) were collected in the Petrovaradinsko-karlovacki Rit Marsh (UTM DR 10). The investigated
is situated in the region pcriodictrllv flooded by thc river Danubc. and under great influence
anthropogenic factors.

Prey analysis of the representatives of the genera Bombina and Rana points to the
and quantitative dominance of Invertebrata, particularly of Insects. Remains of the representatives
Vertebrata (Lacertilia, Ophidia) were found as well, but their amount was considerably smaller. All
the analyzed frog species mainly fed on terrestrial species. Besides the qualitative and the
prey composition, the breadth of the niche and their overlapping were calculated and compared as well.

ECOLOGICAL EVALUATION OF WATER QUALITY AT RIVER ALIAKMONAS

Y.IFANTIS, V. ARTEMIADOU, M. LAZARIDOU-DIMITRIADOU. S. MOURELATOS*

Dept. of Zoolctg- (*Dept. of Genetics, Det'elopnert & Molecular Biolog), Sclrcol of Biology, Aristotle (Jnit,.

5 4006'I'lrcssaloni ki, G RE E C E

According to the new instruction of the European Union about the ecological quality of
rvater (94C 222106 10i08/1994). all the members are obliged to establish national freshwater
networks until the cnd of 1998.

Pollution biomonitoring in water ecosystems is widely used since it provides information a
the ecological quality of water systems before and during the sampling in contrast to the
approach which characterizes the water system only during the sampling. However, ideally,
monitoring must combine both chemical and biotic parameters.

Up to now it has been found that benthic macroinvertebrates are the most appropriate
organisms to be usccl as biotic indices. The evaiuation of tl.re river quality is based rtn their tolerance
the lack of oxl,gcn and on thc changes in their cornmunities caused by organic pollution.
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An attempt was made to estimate the water quality and to check the applicability of three biotic
indices at river Aliakmonas. This was executed in two sampling sites along the iiu"., orl upstream and
one downstream. Aliakmonas is the longest river in Greecel it runs exclusi-vely on the greekierritory. Its
sources are situated at the' area of Grammos and Pisoderi. Along the river an artificial lake has been
formed because of the construction of three hydroelectric damsl The river receives urban, rural and
industrial pollution.

The two sampling sites were situated upstream the lake near the city of Grevena and
downstream the lake at Nis;li, near the estuary of thi river. Samplings were monthly and lasted one year.
They included measurements of several physicochemical parameteri( substrate, flow, pH, ZC,BOb61,
P-PO4, N-NO3, N-NO2, N-NH4 ) and sampling of benthic macroinvertebrates with a semiquantitative 3
min kickisweep method. The three biotic indices used were the Biological Monitoring Working party
(National Rivers Authority,-NRA), the Average Score Per Taxon (Armilage et al. 1983)"and the Lincoln
Quality Index (Extence et al. 1987).

The dominant classes of the benthic macroinvertebrates and their most numerically important
taxa, identified up to the trighest possible level, were the following: Ephemeroptera (Baitis ihodani,
Cae-n12 luctuosa, Epltemerella sp. and Ecdyonurus qp.), Trichoptera (Fsyciomyia pisilla, hyrboptyrt,, ,p.
1yd Hydroptila sp), Diptera(Chironomidae and Simuliidae), Plecoptira (Rha-bdiopteryx'rp.1, Curt.opoAu
(Physa sp) and oligochaeta which were found in large amounts in ivery sample. 

^ -

_ The performance of the biotic indices showed excellent wutei quuiity at the sampling site near
Grevena and moderate to excellent water qua_lity at the sampling site at Niseli.ConcJrning the
relationship between chemical parameters and the' biotic indicer, it'r""rn, that there is not a clear
correlation between their monthly data but in overall, biotic indices qualify water quality as sufficiently
as chemical analyses.

CIRCANNUAL DYNAMICS OF HEMATOLOGY OF RAINBOW TROUT (Oncorh.ynchus mykiss)

A.IVANC, S. MALETIN, N. DJUKIC, B. MILIANOVIC

{Jniv. of Novi Sad, Inst. of Biologlt, 21000 Noyi Sad., SERBIA

Number of erythrocytes, haematocrit, haemoglobin concentration , mean corpuscular volume
(yqy-)a. mean 

- 
corpuscular haemoglobin (MCH), ir"un 

"orpur.utu. 
hu"*ogtobin concentration

(MCHC), number of leucocy{es and differentii blood "orrt were studied in rainbow trout
(oncorhyn-cltus-mykiss) in different seasons. Blood was collected by heart puncture. All analyses were
performed with native blood without addition of anticoagulants . On the basis of the results obtained
haematological characteristics of the species in different feriods were established and discussed in the
view of the phases of its life cycle.

THE FIRST RECORD oF Haplokris gordioides (HARTMAN, rl2r)
(OLIGOCHAETA, ANNELIDA) IN THE OLIGOCHAETOUS FAUNA OT SERBIA;\.UGSSLA\IA

D. JAKOVCEV. V. K-ALAFATIC. V. MARTINOVIC-VITANOVIC

Dept. of Hydt'oecology and Water Protectiott, "silrlt! Stankot,ic" In.st. for Bictlctgical Research, Belgracle,
SERBU

- The specics llaplotatis gordioides from thc family Haplotariciae. though ol cosmopolitan
distribution. has not becn prcviously established in Oligocha.t.rr. i.ur,ro of Scrbia incl yugoslavia. Thefirst record of this rare species rvas in 1988. rvhen one specimen. 32 mm long. from 

"the 
benthic

communities ol the .Iablanica Rivcr (thc source arm of the Kolubara River) was cLtermineci. I lapkttcLris
gordioides rvas also found in 19.S9 during water quality assessmcnr ol Thc Watcr Supply System of the
tt]wn of Cacak. Namely. onc spccimen. I1-5 mm lclng and 1 mm rvidc rvas tbuncl ln ttre wett in thc yillage
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of Prijevor, at the debth of 10 m, in the sandy substratum. According to literature data the

Haplotaxis gordioides occurs in the northern Part of the Balkan Peninsula. As its distribution

the south has not been confirmed these findings will contribute to better understanding of this species'

areal both in Yugoslavia and in the Balkans as a whole'

THE NEw OCCURRENCE OF THE RARE SPECIES .AncyIUSflUViAIiIiS MULLER,1774

(MOLLUSCA: ANCYLIDAE) IN THE BENTHOCOENOSES O!'THEVLASINA RNts'R' SERBIA'

YUGOSIAYIA

D.JAKOVCEV.V.KAIAFATIC.V.MARTINOVIC-VITANOVIC

Dept. of Hyrlroecolog ancl Water Protectiort, "sinisa Stankotic" Inst. for Biological Research, Belgrade,

JERBU

In the scope of hYdrobiological, i.e. saprobiological studies of plankton and

communities as well as benthic fauna of the Vlasina River and its drainage basin, we have found

species Ancylus fluvia tilis Muller, t774,which is the representative of freshwater snails from the

Ancylidae and is rare not onlY for the fauna of Serbia but also for that of Yugoslavia. This species

otherwise typical of karst fast running waters with stony bedrock. Thus, it was also found in the

Gradac, near the town of Valjevo (West Serbia). The Vlasina River itself flows through a

mountainous-hilly region of SE Serbia and rePresents the effluent of the Vlasina man-made lake,

is situated in the Plateau of Vlasina (42" 40'N; altitude L2I9 m) Before the construction of the

lake, here there was the well known Vlasinsko Blato - one of the biggest sphagnum peat bogs in

During 1994, the samPling Periods for limnological investigations were in June, August and

Given that the Vlasina is fast flowing mountainous river plankton community is poorly developed

observed forms of ph)'to- and zooplankton originate from PeriPhYton and benthocoenoses and

to the groups: Bacillariophyceae, CyanophYceae, Chlorophyceae, DinoPhYceae, Rhizopoda,

and Copepoda The species Ancylus fluviatilis was detected onlY in autumn samples. As for

representatives of benthofauna, there were found 10 faunistic-ecological groups whereby insects

significantly predominant, which is common for such a t)?e of waters. The most numerous

Chironomidae, then TrichoPtera, Ephemeroptera and larvae of Coleoptera. Besides, the significant

was also played bY Oligochaeta and Hydracarina. SaPro,bilogical analysis showed the presence

organisms indicative of pure and naturallY eutrophicated waters, where favourable ecological

for the development of hydrobions Prevail Under such conditions, in the absence of Pollutants,

existence and develoPment of Ancylus Jluviatilis, is possible. This species is the indicator of oligosaPro

waters, prefering mountainous courses with strong water currents

morphology.

to which it is adaPted bY

THE ECOLOGICAL AND GEOGRAPHICAL FISH DISTRIBUTION IN THE YT,]GOSLAV

SECTION OF THE DANUBE

D. JANKOVIC

Inst.Jbr Biological Research'Smisa Stankot'ic 

" 

B elgracle, S ERB U

Hydroenergetic and navigable system HEPS Iron Gate I was constructed in 1971 by

the Danube between Yugoslavia and Rumania near the village Sip (krri 943), when the formation of

first Iron Gate reservoir started, comprising an area of 17,000ha and a volume of 2,48X10em3

slowing effect propagates up td 270km upstream the dam

The HEPS Iron Gate II was constructed in 1984 near,the village Kusjak (km 863) when

formation of the second Iron Gate rescrvoir started' comprising

80X106m3.

an area of 8,000ha and a volume



After the construction of the Iron Gate I and II, the border of geographical and ecological fish
distribution range was shifted downstream in the Yugoslav section of the Danube, leaving only 17,4km of
the Danube river flow, from the dam of the HEPS Iron Gate II to the mouth of the Timok, for the
migrants (Acipenseridae and Clupeidae) reproduction.

The conditions of living for the Danubian fish species were efiensively altered. The structure of
the ichthyofauna in the Djerdap area constantly changes. The number of autochthonous species
decreases, while the number of endangered species increases. The population of Asiatic species are
becoming more abundant, and the Black Sea migratory species are decreasing.

THE CENTERS OF ENDEMISM OF SNNLS IN YUGOSI.{\TA

B.J. JOVANOVIC

The Natural History Museum, Belgrade, SERBL4

Yugoslavia is, in view of its geography and climate, the most diverse part of Europe. Its
pedologic-petrographic, hydrographic, and floristic compositions allow inhabitation of various species of
Gastropoda of various biogeographical origin. Consequently, in addition to the speciei whose
distribution is wide: Holarctic, Palearctic, European, there is an abundance of species wiitr a narrower
type of distribution, from Balkan, Mediterranean, Alpine, Carpathian, and Dinaric to the strictly narrow,
endemic distribution (the endemites of Serbia, Montenegro, or Yugoslavia).

The high degree of endernism is characteristic markedly of the Mediterranean region. and, to a
smaller efient, of parts of Yugoslav territory lying in the continental parts of the Balkan peninsula.
Jovanovic (1995) describes the distribution of the endemic fauna of Gastropoda on the territory of
Yugoslavia as uneven. The centres of endemism lie in the areas which had been in isolated habitats as
regards torography, geomorphology, and hydrography for an adequately long period of time. In
Yugoslavia, those centres are the wells and watercourses on the rims of both present-day drainage areas
and fossil lakes and seas, e.g., the wells in Prizrenska and Pecka Podgora, on, the rim of lhe ancient Lake
of Metohia (Plagiogeyeia gladilini Kuscer, 1936; Saxuinator schliclatml Schutt, 1960; S. l//yruca Nordsieck,
1970; Teranigra kosovica Radoman, 1978); the springs on the verge of Zetski and Bjelopavlicski Basin
(Plagiogeyeia zetaprotogena Schutt, 1960, Saxuinator ofthodtuu.s Schutt, 1960); the neighbourhood of
Lake Skadar (Anagastina gluhodolica (Radoman, 1973), Orientalina lacustis Radoman, 1983); calcareous
mountains abounding with caverns, recesses, crevices, underground water (Speleaodiscus obodensis Bole,
1965, Viryazaia adrianae Gittenberger , 1969, Agardhiela dabovici Gittenberger , 1975). A large number of
endemites is characteristic of isolated wells and short watercourses along the seacoast (Plagiogeyeia
zetaprotogena pageti Schutt,L960, Hauffenia plana Bole, 1961); the mountains and wells in the east of
Serbia (Balea biplicata balcanica (Pavlovic, 1912), Bulgaica moellendorff Nordsieck, 1972, Bulgaica
pavlovici Nordsieck, 1972, Grosuana serbica remesiana Radoman, 1973); the mountains in the southwest
of Serbia (Balea biplicata pancici (Pavlovic, 1912), Balea urosevici Pavlovic, 1912, Heilla zieglei amalie
Urbanski, 1973).

In conclusion, we may observe that the centres of the rnost pronounced endemism of snails in
Yugoslavia are the following: a large part of karstic Montenegro, with its coastal area and the area of
intermittent mountains and valleys; the eastern, Carpathian, and Balkan parts of Serbia, also the
southwest of Serbia, notably Kopaonik, Raska, Stari Vlah, and Metohia. There is circa 180 species and
subspecies of snails in Yugoslavia.
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Euritemora velox (LILLJEBORG, 1853), A FRESTIWATER CALANOIDA (CRUSTACEA:

COPEI'ODA) - NEW SPECIES IN THE FAUNA OF YUGOSLA\AA

V. KALAFATIC. V. MARTINOVIC.VITANOVIC

Dept, ctf Hy,dyoecology and Wnter Prolectiort, "slrzisa Stankot,ic" Inst. for Riological Re'searclt, Belgrade,

SERBU

During hydrological studies of some waters of South Banat the species Eurytemora

(Lilljeborg, 1853) was found for the first time in November 1992 in the plankton of Labudovo

(large, permanent pond, overgrown rvith emergent and submcrged vegetation. situated in the

vicinity of the Dunav-Tisa-Dunav channel), which is the first record of this Calanoid (with

boreal distribution) in the fauna of Yugoslavia. Adult males and fcmales along with eggs were found

the sample. The species was established during the cold period of the year, at water temperature
ending that it is a stenothermal organism. It13.9" C, which is in accordance with literature data cont

found again in 1993 in the same locality which confirms
Euritemora velox.

that the Labudovo Okno is a constant habitat

DISTRIBUTION OF FRESHWATER MEDUSA
craspedacusta sowerbii LANKESTER IN THE FAUNA OF YUGOSLA\TA

V. KALAFATIC, V. MARTINOVIC.VITANOVIC, M. TANASKOVIC

Dept. of Hydroecologt and Water Protection,"sinisa Stankovic" Inst. for Biological Research, Belgrade,

SERBU

The medusa Cruspedacusta sowerbii Lankester is considered to be one of the most

freshwater invertebrates. It is distinguished by the unique biology, unexpected occurrence and

development. According to literature data, freshwater medusa Craspedacusta sowerbii is distributed

temperate and tropic zones. Nevertheless, no data are available on its presence in Africa. It is

frequent in North America than in Europe. In the territory of Yugoslavia Craspedacusta sowerbii

first recorded in the plankton of the Rijeka Crnojevica River, in the immediate vicinity of its mouth

the Skadar Lake, in August 1958. During the same year, in October, it was found in the pond beside

Morava River near the town of Guprija' Its single occurrence was also detected in the plankton of
Danube near Novi Sad. During station studies of the plankton of the Sava Lake (an artificial

constructed in 1966 by damming an arm of the river Sava near Belgrade) it was recorded for the

time in Augu st 1981. Further plankton studies showed that this rare freshwater medusa inhabits the

Lake where its occurrence is unexpected though abundant, during warm period when water and

temperatures are high Thus, it was recorded in July 1994 and then already next year the medusa

was found in July and August. The polyp stage has never been recorded in Yugoslavia.

BION{ETRICAL STUDY ON THE NEMATOCYSTS OF THE SEA ANEMONE,4 NCMONiA I'iIitIiS 
I

(FORSKAL, 177s) 
|

P. KARALIS, CH. CHINTIROGLOU I

Aistotle (Jnit,. ol'Thessaloniki, Sclrcol of Biolog,, Dept. Zoologt P.O.Box. 131, 54006 Tlrcssalortiki 
I

(Macedonia), GREECE 
I

Cnidom.is one of the most significant morphological characteristics in the ph5rlum Cnidarial

Additionally. the qualitative makeup of the cnidom, is supposed to be one of the most reliable criteriol

for the classification of Cnidaria species. in the 1evel of genus & species. 

J
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In this study. we dcmonstratc thal in Anemonia viritlis. onlv some typcs oI cnidocytes can in fact

be uscd as reliable taxonomic characteristics. Other tvpes of cnidocytes arc more or less influenced by

body measurcments such as biomass and length of column and thus. can not be uscd as reliable

taxonomic characteristics.

THE CONTINENTAL FAUNA OF AMPHIPODA (CRUSTACEA, MAI-ACOSTRACA) OF GR.EECE

AND ITS ZOOGE,OGRAPHICAL REI-ATIONS

G.S. KARAMAN

Biological Inst. PMF, P.O.Box 40, 81000 Podgoica (Titograd), SERBU

The continental freshwater fauna of Amphipoda (Crustacea, Malacostraca) in Greece is

relatively very rich, but still not satisfactorily studied. The present knowledge of the epigean and

hypogean freihwater fauna of Amphipoda of Greece reveals the close zoogeographical connections of
dieel farrrra with that of pther parts of the Balkan peninsula and with Asia Minor. The subterranean

fauna of some Greek islands show the presence of old Tertiary elements as well as taxa settled on these

islands much later. On the other hand, the invasion of the marine amphipodous elements into the

epigean and hlpogean freshwater fauna is well visible and still in process.

ZOOGEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION OF THE EARTTIWORM (OLIGOCHAETA,
LUMBRICIDAE) S PECIE S Allolob o plto ra d ofl eini (UDE, 1922)

S. KARAMAN, M. STOJANOVIC, D. GRUJICIC

Fac. Natural Science, Inst. Biologt, Radoja Doanovica 12, 34000 Kraguievac, SERBA

The earthwormAllolobophora dofleini has been discovered (Doflein, l92l) and described (Ude,

1922) from FYROM. This species is distributed in the greatest part of FYROM and in the northern part

of Greece (Sapkarev & Pavlovski, 1984). In the southern part of Serbia it has been already recorded
(Sapkarev, 198b; Zicsi, 1980) from: Cemernik, Vlasina, Lebane, Grdelica, Vrnjacka Banja, Niska Banja.

Our recent investigations have revealed new occurences of the species in the southern part of
Serbia: Pasjaca, Vranje, Nis, Vidojevica, Leskovac, Ostrozub, Niska Banja, Vlasina. We found it also at a

new locality in central Serbia: Jastrebac.
These new findings could contribute to a better insight of the zoogeography of this species.

D. KATARANOVSKI*, I. SAVIC* *

* Inst. for Biological Research "sinisa Stankovic" Belgrade, SERBIA
** Fac. of Biolog, Univ. of Belgrade, SERBA

Biology and population ecology research on the Norway rat are multiple important and

interesting mostly from hygienic - epidemiological and economic aspects: The most important
characteristics of this rodent are special possibility of accommodation in different situations and types of
environment and eurivalency. That ' s why it is important to explore the distribution of them. The
intention of this work is to supplement to the map of the distribution of Norway rat on the territory of
previous and nowadays Yugoslavia.
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The investigation includes period from 1978 to i99-5. The presence of the Norway rat

registered by founding holes, wastes, making inquiry and using traps. In some cases the material

collected after deratisation. The presence of the N'orway rat is shown on UTM grid map which is used

presentation data on national level.
Checking 150 new locations of the Norway rat including literary data that give us a,

more than 300, gives significant supplement to the map of the territory of previous and

Yugoslavia which is shown by Petrov (1992)
This supplement is especially great on the territories of central, west, south - east and east

of Serbia, Slavonia, east and central part of Bosnia and Herzegovina and part of previous

Republic Macedonia. The spread of Norway rat is of special interest on the territory of Adriatic coast

These results and the results of Bulgarian, Italian and Spanish authors disapprove the fact

Norway rat is sporadically spread on the territory of south Europe.

AGE AND SEX STRUCTURE, FERTILITY AND DENSITY FLUCTUATIONS OF YELLOW'
NECKED MOUSE (ApodemusJlavicotlis) IN SOME FOREST ECOSYSTEMS OF SERBIA

D. KATAITA}{OVSKI, O. VUKISEVIC, M. VUJOSEVIC, B. KARADZIC

Inst. for Biological Research "S. Stankovic", Belgrade, SERBA

Population characteristics of the species Apodemus flavicollis and influence of
ecological factors on the populations dlnamic of this rodent have been studied during the

period. Specimens were caught during three successive days, seasonally, using "Longworth" traps

morphometric data have been taken, the animals were marked and left free. From dead individuals

balls were taken out for the preparation of eye lenses. At the same time genital organs were examined

order to check for the presence of the embryos, foetuses and placental scars. Sex of the adults

determined visually and that of the foetuses by dissection and observation under a binocular,
Studies of age structure revealed prevalence of younger age classes up to 2.5 months

comparing to older age classes, during the vernal period. Opposite results were recorded during

autumn and winter periods. Analyses of sex structure showed a sex index of about 1:1 in all

populations, i.e. during all three
in the foetuses.

seasons of examinations. Approximately the same sex ratio was

Relative number of gestation females ranged from 9.4Vo and 8.2Vo to 2l.6Vo and 17

depending on the season, climate conditions and population density. The number of both placental

and embryos per litter averaged 5.04-5163. females brought forth young's three times at the most,

they usually had offspring only once.
Changes of

found to be directly
this rodent species.

population density of A. flavicollis observed in two different forest ecosystems

correlated with plant fruiting, i.e. they strongly depended on the food available

AGE AND EYE.LENS WEIGHT IN THE YELLOW-NECKED MOUSE,,4pOdEMUS JIAVilCOIIiS
(MELCHIO& 1834)

D. II{TAITA}IOVSKI *, M. I'{TAIIAITOVSKI * *, B. KARADZIC *, O. VUKISEVIC*, P

D. CANCAR*

* Dept..Ecologt, Inst. for Biological Research "S. Stankovic", Belgrade, SERBIA
** Iisi. for Medical Research, Military MedicalAcademy, Belgrade, SERBU

The Yellow-necked mouse, similarly to other rodent species grows during its whole

Considering this fact many authors have used body weight, body length, teeth wearing out

cephalization inde4 for colour, condylobasal length, testis diameter and other morpho- and

number



parametem as relatively good age indicators. There are also reports concerning eye-lens'weight
determination, whiih has been shown as reliable parameter for most small rodents in particular.

The aim of this study is to compare some of the widely.used methods for age determination with
eye-lens weight method by using yellow necked mice of known age. To this aim, animals from the natural
populations ( captured in a forqst ecosystems Maljen mountain and forest near Pancevo-Belgrade ) were
bred in'a simulated natural conditions at the small farm of the Institute for Biological research; animals

of known age were sacrificed,, subjected to morphometric measurements and eye lenses prepared for
measurement of dry tissue weight as described (Nabaglo and Pachinger, 1979).

Assessment of body wbight-age, body length-age and body lengthiweight to age relationships in
Yellow-necked mice demonstrated strong correlation with age up to 6.5 months, with r=0.87,0.89 and

0.92for respective relationships in males, and r=0.90, 0.90 and 0.94 for relationships in females.
The dry eye lens tissue weight to age relationship was observed it Apodemus flavicollis

specimens(116 females and Ll2males ) from 1 to 11.5 months old. We further found that the dry weight
of the eye lens pairs correlated with age from 1 to about 8.6 months, with the following regression curve

valuesforl8lanimals (g2femalesand8gmales):Y=11,848-r l.l33X; r=0.98; tr=12.06, (X= agein
month, Y:dry tissue weight of eye lens pairs in mg). Special attention was paid to the weight of eye

lenses in specimens aged 2-2.5 months, when more than 757o of animals show sexual activity (adult
status). At this age, the dry tissue weight of eye lens pairs equals from 14.11 to 14.68 (real data for
specimens aged2 months is 14.5-l-0.74 (SD), min. 13.18 max. 16.12mg).

In conclusion, our data demonstrated higher reliability of eye-lens dry weight method compared
to other methods for age determination and pointed its usefulness in terms of applicability for wider
range of age. We recommend this method as the additional one to commonly used methods for age

assessment of rodents. The use of this method may help in accurate detection of the age structure of
natural populations of A.flavicollis.

FAUNA DROSOPHILIDAE (DIPTERA) OF FORMER YUGOSI,AVIA

V. KEKICI, S. PAVKOVIC.LUCICI, G. BACHLI2

1. Inst. Zoologt, Fac. Biologt, Univ. Belgrade, Srudentski Try. 16, Belgrade, SERBU
2. Zoologisches Museum, Univ. Zuich - Irchel,'lilinterthurerstrasse 190, 8057 Zuich, SWITZERLAND

Drosophilidae fauna researches on the territory of former Yugoslavia have a long history - first
information was given probably by Scopoli in 1763, then Frauenfeld (1868), Strobl in a series of papers
published from 1893 to 1910, Coe (1959) and many others. Twenty years ago researches of our own
started in this area (Kekic & Marinkovic,7978; Kekic & Bachli, 1981 etc.). More than 50 geographic
localities, situated in different biogeographic areas and various habitats, were investigated: Adiatic coast
and islands (from Porec at the north to Kupari at the south), mountains in Bosnia and Herzegowina,
Pannonian plane, from the Palic Lake at the north, across Serbian and Montenegrinian mountains, to the
coast of the Ochrid Lake at the south. More than 200,000 Drosophilidae specimens were collected and
43 species were identified; among them 23 unknown from the area before the start of our research.
Taking into account all Drosophilidae fauna researches on the territory of former Yugoslavia, a total of
56 species, grouped in 10 genera, have been discovered so far. It is our opinion that in this part of the
Balkans, considering the great biogeographic and ecological variety (Matvejev & Puncer, 1989) and a

great deal of unexplored parts, a larger number of Drosophilidae species exist.
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THE OCCURENCE OFPenaeus japonicus BATE (CRUSTACEA, PENAEIDAE)
IN THEAEGEAN SEA

I(. KEVIIEK]DISI. T. KEVTTEKIDI52

l. Hatzilazarou 7, 546 13 'I'he.ssaloriki, (;Rl,:t-,CE
2. DetnocritLLs Univ. ol'Tlu'ace, Dept. Educatiott - Prirnary- lcvel, 6El 00 Alexandroupolis, C|REECE,

Penaeus japonicus bATE, 1888 is recorded for the first time in Aegean Sea. In the
that rvere ccrnducted by trawling along thc coast Lrf Rhodes island. four males of PenaeLLs japonictts
caught. Total length of specimens ranged between 116-210mm, carapace length between 22-52mm,
wet rveight between 10.6-.58.29r. The pra'"vn is an Indo-Pacific species but it is also present along t
south-eastern coast of the Mediterranean, where it has migrated from the Red Sea through the
Canal (lessepsian migrant). P.japonicus is present along the coasts of Egypt, Israel, Lebanon,
Cyprus and thc Mediterrirnean coasts of Turkey (Alexandretta, Mersina. Attalcia). The specics
considered among the 25 most successful Lessepsian migrants in terms of area extension. It is
that the presence of P.japonicus in Rhodes island is due to its gradual spreading along the
coast of Turkey and to its subsequent 'crossing' of the Rhodes Channel.

BIOGEOGRAPHICALANALYSIS OF THE DISTRTBUTION OF REPTILES AND AMPHIBIANS
OF NORTHERN GREECE (MACEDONIA AND THRACE) AND THE NORTHEAST AEGEAN

REGION

P.F. KEYMAR

PG IV, Theresianische Akad. Favoitenstr. 15, A-1040 Wien, AUSTRU

We present the recent distribution of Amphibians and Reptiles of Northern Greece
and Thrace) and the Northeast Agean region (including the islands of Thasos, Samothrake, Limnos
Agios Efstratios). Distribution maps are compiled from data diriving from museum material, lit
and extensiv mapping during several field trips in the past ten years.

The influx of different biota (Western Balkan, Central Balkan and Anatolian) in this region
discussed and analyzed by terms biogeography and the influence of ice age changes in the
Human interference with the original biocenose after the ice ages and the massive impact of man in
past 5 to 8000 years will be discussed. This will include aspects of landscape destruction for agriculture
recent times as well as overgrazing by feral goats and the passive dispersal of species in the region.

CHELONIANS OF GREECE - A REYIEW OF SYSTEMATIC AND DISTRJBUTION OF TURTLES
AND TORTOISES

P.F. KEYMAR

PG [V, Tlteresianisc]te Akad. Fat,oritenstr. 15, A-1040 Wien, AUSTRA

Greece and the adjacent regions offer the widest species richness in chelonians of all
arouncl the mcditerranean sca. The questior.r of systematic cliversity was often raisccl by several authrtrs
former days, but they did not split the known species. With the latest papers by FRITZ, HI
and KEYMAR & WEISSINGER (t) and most probably by BOUR the situation changed
It turned out that not only subspecific diversification occoured during the ice ages and after
orbiculais) or may be represented and not yet defined (Testudo graeca); a new speciis, hidden for a
time due to its astonishingly similar appearence to T. marginara will be descibed in the near future.

The known recent distributional limits of each species including the subspecies are given.
are based are museum collections, literature data and the results of the authors own field experience
mapping in the past i5 ycars. The context with chelonian systematics and distribution in acljacent
is dicusscd.



DIFFE,RENCES OF THE BIOLOGICAL CYCLES OF SOME SPECIES OF SUPERFAMILY
ACRIDOIDEA BETWEEN NORTHERN AND SOUTHERN CRETE

D. KoLLARos(,). A. LEGAKTs(2)

(1,) 

11lool 3f Tcrl:_,:ojrl.g:!l Agrotrcnry,, Tecltttologicul Eclttcatiort Ittstitute (t.L.l.) of lrakliort, Esratxtrnetu)s,
[ra klion, Cret e, GRE E C E
t)) Zrxtlogical MtLseutn, Dept. ctf Bioktgy, Llniv. of Atlrcrts. 157 81 Pattepistirttioupoli.s. ZografoLt, C;REECE

. Somc silccies of the suporfarnill' {c.1cl,riclca prescnt intensc clifferences in their biological cvcles.
hetwecn the North and the South of Crete.

Two characteristic.cxampie.s of important clillercnces in biological cvcles are citeci belor.v. Thcv
conccrn two species of two ditfercnt families.
In the tirst exarnple. thc spccies Calliptanrus barharLts o1 the family Acricliclae. is abscnt. during January. fromthc erarninecl regions of North crcte (Giouchtas mountair.r. Forietsa hill bv Iraklcio. Kalesi;. However. atthe soulhcrn region of Frangokastello these insecls havc becn rccorded at thc same month. Thev arekinctically a-ctive. thelr feed ancl also copulate. Thc months of courrship in norrhcrn c..t" u..'affi nniScptember' Horvever. it is possible that iluring solrc very colcl vcars thel,ovenvintcr at the stagc of cgg. evenin the south of Crcte.

Tlre sccond cxample concerns a species of family Pyrgomorphi dae. l\,rgorrtorytlta cortica whrchovcrwintersatthenymphalstageinnortherncrete. Intheliortl.irefinarecdlrsirt.ti.t pr.clucestheacrurt
insccl occurs during spring' Some of thc spccirnens o[ this specics tiom Chrysi island in tl.rc south of Crete*'ere recorcled at the adult stage in early wintcr.

A DESCRIPTION OF THE MARINE EI\TVTRONMENT OF THE NoRTHERN SPoRADES
NATIONAL MARINE PARK BASED ON OCEANOGRAPHIC SUR\tsYS

K.A. KORMASI, S. PAPASPYROUI, P.^DENDRINOS2, E. TOUNTT, A. NICOLAIDOUI,
S. KOTOMATAS2, M. THESSATbU-LPCEKr1,

l^ !:!, Zoopsll Dept. of Biolog, tJniv. of Athens, GR-157 84 Panepistimiopolis, Athens, GREECE2:!:Af,: Society for the study and protectiott of the monk seal, Mim. 53, Solomousl., GR 104 32, Athens,
GREECE

. 
Despite the intensive efforts for the conservation of the monk seal in the park, little is known ofits-relationships with the marine environment that supports its survival. A general ,r*"y in tvs5, lrrrtbefore the establishment of the Park, has demonstrated that the Park hosts 

"a 
variety of tr'aUiJats of high

eco.lo-s19f valu-e. The present study, based on data from surveys carried out during irr" or**L, of 1994and 1995, is the first to follow. after_that report. Twelve stitions distributed ali over the park weresampled (Kyra Panagia, Alonnisos, Piperi, Psathura, Gioura, Skantzura and Skopelos). During the
surveys both abiotic and biotic parameters were measured and analysed.

These included water column measurements such as temperature, dissolved oxygen, salinity,turbidity,.nutrients, photosynthetic pigments, suspended matter and zooplankton, as weli"as sedimentcharacteristics, organic carbon conteni and finally-benthic animal co-mu.riti".. priority was given to thebenthic community of Posidonia meadows because of its importance as the climax environment in theMediterranean and its possible relation to the monk seal feeiing habits. Based on the present results asampling scheme for the long term monitoring of the marine env#onment of the park is iroposed.
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DIVERSITY OF THE MACROBENTHIC FAUNA IN THE AEGEAN SEA AND ITS

RELATIONSHIPS WITH THOSE OF NEIGHBOURING AREAS: PRESENT STATUS,
SIMILARITIES, INFLUENCES

A. i<OUKOURAS, E. VOULTSIADOU-KOUKOURA, M.S. KITSOS, S. DOULGERAKI

Dept.of Zoology, School of Biolog, Aistoteleio Univ. of Thessaloniki, 540 06 Thessaloniki, GREECE

A description of the biodiversity patterns in the Aegean Sea is attempted on the basis of
collected since 1970, concerning the composition of benthic macrofauna and benthic macro

of the area. Aegean diversity is being compared with that of other Mediterranean and other

areas, after a critical review of the relevant literature. The comparison is based mainly on the degree

affinity among the different benthic faunas, and aims to the clarification of their interactions and

process es leading to them. Special 4ttention is being paid to the problem of Lessepsian immigrants

From the evaluation of the above data, some considerations on the origin of the b
macrofauna of the Mediterranean, on its diversity.and processes determining the differences in

between Mediterranean areas are drawn.

INHERENT CYCLIC BIOLOGICAL RHYTHMS AFFECT MORPHOGENESIS IN
REGENERATING LIMBS OF URODELE AMPHIBIANS

S. KOUSSOULAKOS

Zoological Lab., Univ. of Athens,15784 Panepistimiopolis, GREECE

Nearly 15O years ago it became well established that metabolic and sexual activities

amfibians are subject to seasonal variations. Those observations have been in the meantime

analyzed under constant laboratory conditions using as experimental system the regenerating lim$

urodeles. Thereby it was concluded that seasonal variations in animal activities might be due to

fluctuations in the production of several pituitary hormones. Since the referred studies deal

physiological functions and properties directly influenced by the intermediate metabolism, a

connection between the effect of the season and the physiological function seems to be plausible.

Despite the existence of statistically significant seasonal differences in various phYsiol

functions, artificial fertilization at different seasons of the year uder constant experimental

leads always to the development of animals with normally.patterned trunk, head, internal organs

extremities. This observation might be interpreted as seasonal variations not affecting the

mysterious biological procedure, namely morphogenesis. The present study was conducted to test

validity of the above interpretation.
The rationale of the study at hand was to challenge morphogenesis of regenerating limbs

mild interventions. Two hundred Titurus cistatus, acclimatized for three months at 12h light cYcle

20"C had both forelimbs amPutated at the middle of zeugopodium. Experimental limbs (righ

were punctured by a needle or injected with 5p1 of Leibovitz or DMEM culture media. Limb growth

inspectsd twice a week After full development of the 1imbs, skeletal structure was evaluated by V
blue staining and clearing. It was documented that in the Winter series (December to February) 96%

the limbs exhibited normal- pattern. In contrast, during Spring (March to May) IOOVo of the

displayed abnormal scructure after single pricking Injection of the culture media in the stumps seems

alleviate the pattern-disturbing effects of the pricking.
It is concluded that under appropriate circumstances which augment metabolic demand

morphogenetic mechanisms are influenced by the season of the year

lr
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FURTHER IIWESTIGATIONS OF ACCOMPANYTNG FAUNA OF ORCHARD BEES
Osmia cornuta LATR. AND O. rufaL.

M. KRUNIC, LI. STANISAVLIEVIC, M. BRAJKOYIC,Z. TOMANOVIC

Inst. of Zoologt, Fac. of Biologt, Univ. of Belgrade, SERBIA

Osmia comuta. and O. rufa, newly domesticated bees for pollination of orchards, have been
reared-in great populations for some time. They are used with great success for orchard poliination andfor pollinating some crops ingreen houses (I{runi} et al. 199-5; Pinzauti 1992; I{irtamura et al. L969;
Torchio 1987; Kristjfnsson 1989). Due to the increase of their populations their niches are inhabited by
numerous other species. Out of them Arthropoda are the mosf nu-erous (Mihajlovi) et al. 1991). Thl
species of accompanying fauna registered up to date may be divided into the following tategories:

- parasites:
Leucospis dorsigera F. (Hymenopt_era, Leucospidae), Monodontomerus obscurus West. (Hyrnenoptera,
To4.nidae), Melittobia acasta (W.alk.) (Hymgngi:.r! Eulophidae), Chaetodactylut'oilia, (o"t.1
(Acaroidea, chaerodactylidae),Anthrax anthiax scrrik. (oipterajnomrytioae;

- cleptoparasites:
Cacoxaenus indagator (Lo*.) (Diptera, Drosophilidae)

- predators:
Tichodes apiaius L. (Coleoptera, Cleridae), insectivore birds

- nest destroyers:
Ptinus fur L. (coleoptera,, Ptinidae), plodia interpunctella rlbn. (Lepidoptera, $,ralidae)

- accidentally inhabited species:
representatives of the famjlies Eumenidae (Hyrnenoptera) and Megachilidae (Hyrnenoptera).

Control of certain_harmful species of the iccompanying-fauna is oi great importance for the
successful management of O. comuta andO. rufa.

ASPECTS ON THE POPUI-{TION STRUCTURE, REI-ATTVE GROWTH AND ETHOLOGy OF
THE SPECIES MAUTemys caspica (CHELONIA: EMYDIDAE) INALMYROS RTVER (CRETE.

GREECE). A PRELIMINARY REPORT.

S. KYPARISSIS, H. HADJICHARALAMBOUS, M. MYLONAS

univ. of crete, Dept. of Biologt, p.o.Box 2208, 714 09 lrakleio, Crete, GREECE

- Mauremys caspica, is one of the two terrapin species found in Greece and the only Chelonia
species living in Crete' While there is a relatively laige number of reports concerning the physiology ofM' caspica, v-ery_few reports on the ecology, bioiogy and ethology ortnir species truie U"in p"blished.
C-oncerning the dynamics of the populationi of thisiLrrapin, therJare but a few aspects.

For the present 
-study 283 terrapins were measured, marked and released from May to

September 1995. AII the data were collectid from the extented marsh system along the riverside. Anattempt to determine the nature and use of their habitat was done, taking into accoint the sex and the
size of the individuals. Their territory preferences and the way they 

-use the available space was
examined.

The first data have shown a population consisting of approximately 3500 individuals, with
females outnumbering males, on a ratio br ::t. The size riequericy histograms have shown that the
carapace length of the majority of the population ranges betwe& 15 and Z0 cm, while that of the males
ranges mainly between 9 and L4 cm and that of the females between 15 and z0 cm.

These animals exhibit a preference to the marsh areas beside the river, even though some of
these areas show high contamination from sulfur.
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GENETIC VARIATION IN ALPINE NEWT, Titurus alpestis POPUI-ATIONS FRON{ GREECE

P. KYRIAKOPOULOU-SKLAVOUNOU, Y. KARAKOUSIST, E. VASARA

Dept. of Zoolog,, School of Biolog', Aristctteleio Univ. of 'fltessalotiki, 510 06'l-ltessaloniki, GREECE

Four populations ol the alpine newt T.aLpestri.i from Greece rvere invcstigated at the isozym
lcvel. Ten enzvme systems. corresponding to 14 gene loci. were studicd by stilrch gel electrophoresis. .r

high dcgree of intrapopulation variation rvas found. The percentage of polymorphic loci ranges from 28.1

to 42.9 and the degree of expected heterozygosity (He) ranges from 0.096 to 0.140. Furthermore,
interpopulation gcnctic variation was rather high (F., : 0.081; P<0.05). A population rvhich belongs
the subspeciesT.a.r,eluchien.srs has thc highest values of Nei's genetic distance (D) and divergeci from
rcst.

FORAGING BEII{\TOUR AND TIME-BUDGET OF MIGR{TING SPOTTED FLYCATCHERS
(Muscicapa stiata) OCCUPYING TEMPORARY TtrRRITORIES AT A MEDITERRANEAN

STOPO\tsR

A. KYRKOS

EGI, Dept. of Zoologt, Oxfurd [Jni1t., $outh Parks Rd., Oxford OXl 3PS, UK

The Spotted Flycatcher (Muscicapa stiata) is the commonest and most widespread fl
and the largest member of its family in Europe. It is a specialised feeder of flying insects, which
mostly caught by sallying out from a raised perch. As a summer visitor which migrates chiefly to r

Saharan Africa through the Mediterranean basin on a relatively broad front, it is very common du
migration in all parts of Greece (Bateson & Nisbet 1961). The migratory strategy of the species in
autumn consists of a gradual progression southwards, with regular stopover sites where opport
feeding and moderate build-up of fat reserves occurs (Moreau 1972). Individual birds stay at
stopover sites from one day up to almost a month and unlike most migrating passerines, they
exhibit temporary territoriality (Simmons 1954). Time-budget of birds at these temporary territories
crucial, as it has to reconcile time and energy spent on aggressive behaviour with the requirement
intense feeding and pre-migratory fat accumulation; very few studies have addressed this issue in

The present study deals with the migrating population in a 17ha area of S-E Attica
divided in two sections: a pine forcstcd valley and an open olive grove with scattered maq'
Observations took place in the period July-October 1992 and a total of 72 differcnt individuals
recorded; of those 30 (42Va) stayed for more than two days, the longest being 12 days. Resident birds
in late July-early August, the first migrants arrived in the third week of August and the last birds left
area in the third week of October. Density showed the characteristic double peak recorded for
species (Isenmann 1989), in the first and last week of September. It reached a maximum of 2.65 ter
almost double the highest breeding density recorded in Europe (Cramp & Perrins 1993). Tem
territories concentrated around forest clearings close to a water source and the subsequent very
spacing in these "hot-spots" resulted in frequent intra-specific aggression, with number of
between individuals inversely correlated to the average distance between adjacent territory
Foraging was vigorous throughout the period. Birds made mostly short foraging attempts and
active chases of larger prey which are energetically costly and often unsuccessful. Feeding activity
concentrated early in the morning and late in the afternoon during late August and early Sept
when terfitories were occupied for several days. Later birds, of more northerly origin, fed int
even in mid-day and tended to leave earlier. Although temporary territories were in general
aggressively, some proximity was tolerated, especially of subordinate individuals, whose prey
occasionally usurped. Within-territory mobility was high and birds changed perch frequently if prey
not detected after a few seconds, or if a highly profitable food source, such as an insect swafin,
elsewhere. Perch type varied with availability, but birds chose to forage from low to moderate
avoiding the high canopy. except when vigilant for conspccifics or during cooler periocls, when insect
stayed closc to the foliage. Results of this study corroboratc earlier accounts of temporary territori



and provide new insights on the migratory time-budget and foraging patterns of this long-distance
rnultiple-stop migrant.
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BIOGEOGRAPHICAL AND TAXONOMICAL INVESTIGATIONS OF ROE DEER
(Capreolus capreolus L.) POPUI-A,TIONS FROM SOUTHERN YUGOSI-A,YIA.

N. LABUSI,I,R. SAVIC2, S. MILOSEVIC-ZLATANOVIC3, S. STAMENKOVIC2

1. Dept. of Biolog4 Fac. of Science, Univ. of Pistina, Vidovdanska b.b., 38000 Pistina, SERBIA
2. Inst. of Zoologt, Fac. of Biolog, Uni,. of Belgrade Studentski trg 16, 11000 Belgrade, SERBU
3. Inst. of Biologt, Fac. of Science, Univ. of Kragujetac, Radeje Domanovica 12, 3400 Kragujevac, SERBIA

For three populations from southern Serbia and Montenegro (Yugoslavia), Lipovica, Ivangrad
and Prokletije, as well as a small sample from mt. [ara, population ecological parameters (density,
dispersal, age and sex structure, indices of fertility and habitus) as well as craniometric characteristics of
the populations were analyzed. Part of the sample was obtained through regular game management
activities, while a part was obtained by examination of trophies in private collections.

Variation in 56 measures was investigated in 250 craniums of the roe deer. Craniological
variability was analyzed by standard multivariate statistical techniques with respect to the population
parameters and localities.

We commented specifically on the protection status of the roe deer populations in light of our
results.

Our results are also relevant to the taxonomic status of the roe deer in southern Yugoslavia with
regard to the proposed existence of Capreolus capreolus baleniildeFltlNo 1932.

COMPOSITION OF THE ASSOCIATED FAUNA AND FLORA LTVING ON THE
Microcosmus sabatieri ROULE 1885 (ASCIDIACEA) IN THE NORTH AEGEAN SEA

M. LAJUNEN, CH. CHINTIROGLOU

Atistotle Univ. of Thessaloniki, School of Biolog, Dept. Zoologt, P.O.Box. 134, 54006 Thessaloniki
(Macedonia), GREECE

The epifauna and the epiflora associated with the Microcosmus sabatiei from Porto Koufo in
the North Aegean Sea were examined. The benthic samples were taken from the depth of 5-12 m. The
Crustaceans. the polychaetas and the gastropodes were the most common epilauna groups.

The correlations between the fauna and flora with the sizes of the tunicates is described.
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SURYEY OF BATS (MAMMALIA, CHIROPTERA) OF THE ATHENS METROPOLITAN AREA

A. LEGAKTS', c. pApADttvttt-Rtou', M. cAETHptcrt', o. LAzAnIS'

t Zoological Museum, Dept. of Biology, univ. of Athens, Athens, GREECE
2 Hellenic Zoological Society, P.O. Box 3249, 102 10 Athens, GREECE
3 Hellenic Bat Society, P.O. Box 3277, 102 10 Athens, GREECE

The bats of urban areas in Greece have nsver been studied up to now. No data exist on species

present, on the status of populations and on the effects of urbanization on these animals. In order to
itudy tt e bats of the Athens metropolitan area which is the largest urban conglomerate in Greece,

concentrating more than 1/3 of the total human population of Greece, 50 sites were chosen according to

several criteria. The sites were surveyed using an ultrasonic bat detector, and roosts, number of foraging
bats, vegetation, level of human disturbance and other factors were noted. Although not in large

numbers-, bats are found everywhere in Athens. The biggest concsntrations seem to be around the rock

of the Acropolis and in the surrounding district of Plaka, in wooded areas on the fringes of the city and in
large parks.

The ultrasounds that were recorded were analysed using a specific computer program. Five

species were identified: Pipistrellus pipistrelfus, P. kuhli, Myotis blythi, M. emarginatus atd Eptesicus

serotinus. The first two species were the most widespread.
The statistical analysis of factors possibly affecting bat presence showed that areas with air

pollution, high density of buildings, noise and human presence are avoided. On the other hand, dense

vegetation, diversity of habitats, presence of open water and medium light intensity are favourable
conditions. The numerous caves in the surrounding mountains are important for hibernation. Pine trees

which have been planted extensively in the last 40 years in and around Athens do not seem to be suitable
for bats.

AGE GROWTH AND MORTALITY OF Aphanius fasciatus (NARDO,1827) (PISCES:

CYPRJNODONTIDAE) IN THE MESSOLONGHI AND ETOLIKON LAGOONS (WESTERN
GREECE).

J. LEONARDOS, A. SINIS

Aistotle Univ. of Thessaloniki, Dept. of Zoologt, P.O. Box 134, 540 06 Thessaloniki, GREECE

Age growth and mortality of Aphanius fasciatus from Messolonghi and Etolikon lagoons were
studied using 1222 fishes. Monthly fish samples were carried out with a small beach seine, from June

1989 to Juty 1990. Fishes were studied for the two lagoons separately, were observed significant
differences between sexes and between lagoons.-4. fasciatus grows allometrically (slope of length - weight
regressions > 3). There were no significant differences between sexes at each lagoon, however there
were significant differences for fish of the same sex between lagoons, fishes from Messolonghi lagoon
were heavier for same length than those from Etolikon lagoon. Age was determined by means of scale

reading and the annual ring formation was found to be once a year occurring during Febru4ry. Back

calculated total lengths at age showed there was significant differences between sexes, females were
larger than males and fishes from Messolonghi lagoon were larger than fishes from Etolikon lagoon.

Growth for each sex were fitted the von Bertalanffy growth equation. The yearly growth rate is greatly
reduced after completion of the first year. Females dominated all samples, with an overall males :

females ratio 1: 2.44, although seasonal variation was noted; the highest proportion of males, 1:1.3,

occurred immediately before the spawning season. Total instantaneous mortality rate of males were also

higher than females. Total instantaneous mortality rate of males were also higher than females and

mortality rates for both sexes from Etolikon lagoon were higher than from Messolonghi lagoon.
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Today it may be unconditionally stated that the seven species (Salveliruts alpinus, Carassius

auratus, Pseudorasbora pan)a, Ictalurus nebulosus, Lepomis gibbosus, Micropterus salmoides and
Gambusia ffinis), confirmed by their reproduction under the natural conditions, are completely adapted
in this part of their extended distribution area. They are important members of the Yugoslav
ichthyofauna affecting concurrently in a specific way the autochthonous fish species. Maximum
expansion is already recorded in I. nebLtlosus, L. gibbosus, C. auratus gibelio and P. pan,a. A number of
species is characterized by high acclimaiization level reflecting in good satisfactory result of total
growth (Oncorhyncluts mykiss, Ctenopharyngodon idella, Hypopltthalmichtlrys molitrLx and H. nobilis).It
may be expected that certain of this species inhabiting these waters more than three decades, and taking
in to consideration their successful acclimatization in particular those from the "Chinese complex", will
reproduce soon under the given natural conditions. The other species were found solely or in small
numbers (Sah,elinus fontinalis, Coregonus peled, Megalobrama terminalis and Mylopharyngodon piceus)
and my be observed only in certain running and stagnant waters.

Besides these fifteen fish species, three species from the Black Sea Basin (Tlrymallus thymallus,
Tinca tinca arrd Perca Jln,iatilis) of which the first two are found only solely while the third species is
more frequent, have been introduced in the Skadar lake basin.

I,'IIEDING ECOLOGY OH Podarcis peloponnesiaca (SAURIA: LdCERTIDAE) IN SPIUNG

P. MARAGOUI. E.D. VALAKOS2. Z. GIANNOPOULOS]. A. STAVROPOULOU2.
B. CHONDROPOULOSl

1 
Sect. of Anitnal Biology, Dept. of Biotog,, [Jnit'. of Patra, 260 0 I Patra, GREECE

2 
Sect. of Ecolog, &Taxonotny-, Dept. oJ'Bioktg, Utri'. of Athens, 157 81 Athens, GREECE.

Podarcis peloponnesiaca is a lacertid lizard species endemic to Peloponnisos (Greece). For the
present work, the digestive truck contents of about 100 specimens were examined and the results of their
analysis are discussed together with food availability data aquired by using pitfall traps. A comparison is

also made between the diet of males and females. The examined material belongs to the herpetological
collection of the Zoological Museum Alexander Koenig in Bonn and to authors' personal collections,
captured during spring months (March - Muy) when the activity of the lizards is at its peak.

According to the results of the present study the species concerned feeds mainly on arthropods,
and the most frequently encountered prey groups in its diet are Coleoptera,larae, Diptera and spiders.
The same taxa are also found to be numerically predominant in the stomachs.

Our data suggest that P. peloponnesiaca feeds on the commonest prey taxa in its habitats, like
spiders and Coleoptera.

II\rIESTIGATIONS OF ANOSTRACA (CRUSTACEA) IN YUGOSI-A,VIA AND AD.IACENT
REGIONS

M. MARINCEK

ourinves,ig^'::**,::::'-ff",'i-!:::;,:^'::::"::::,hegenusBranct,ipus
Schaeffer, 1766 in a few localities of Serbia, Croatia, N.Bosnia and the so called Republic Srpska
Krajina. This genus is represented in Europe by several species out of which B.stagnalls is the most
common. The populations of this species, distributed in various European regions, show certain
morphological differences so that the taxonomical relations are not clear yet. The revision of taxqnomic
value of some of their structural characteristics is necessary. Our investigations may contribute to the
better understanding of the significance of structural features to the taxononny of the genus Branchipus
and the species B.stagnalis.
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PLEISTOCENE BAT REMAINS FROM THE \IRELSKA PECINA CA\'E (SERBIA)

Z. MARKOVIC

Natural History Museum, Belgrade, SERBA

In the vicinity of the international highway Nis-Sofia, in the very centre of Bela Palanka, above

the spring called Vrelo, there is a cave named Vrelska pecina. Paleontological research started there in
1989. It included the excavation of sediments in quadrants determined on the basis of their state of
preservation, following the hydrogeological works which had considerably disturbed the stratigraphical
pattern of layers. In the upper layers, the presence of usual Upper Pleistocene fauna of large and small

mammals was observed, as well. as that of birds, reptiles, amphibians, fish and crustaceans. Lower layers

contain a very scare Holocene fauna, micromammals in the first place, brought by water or by preSators

(namely owls).
However, some 6 meters to the right of the cave entrance, there is a rich finding place of fossil

remains, for which the consequent analysis established that they represented a combination of the

Middle and Upper Pleistocene fauna. A1l fossil remains were washed by the water from a filled hollow
which dates back to the Middle Pleistocene, so that they were found laying intact on the limestone plate
under its opening. It is obvious that the bottom of the hollow gave way after strong torrents had ceased,

for the material, though very light for transport, remained in the place where it used to be washed.
In the material, over 40 species of small mammals were identified, whereof 8 are representatives

of the order of Chiroptera. Apparently, they represent a quite normal association, such as one finds
nowadays in the karst regions in this part of Balkans. However, every species is characterised by more or
less evident morphological differences in comparison to recent forms, which is most probably a

consequence of different ecological and climatic conditions during the Pleistocene.

EVOI,UTION OF OBEDSKA BARA. A PTAIN-SWAMP IN THE SAVA RIVER FLOODED REGION

V. MARTINOVIC.VITANOVIC, V. KALAFATIC

Dept. of Hydroecologt and Water Protection,"sinisa Stankot'ic", Irtst. Jbr Biological Research, Belgrade,
SERBU

Ecological investigations in the natural reserye of Obedska bara, formed some 2500 years BC by
traversing the meander of the Sava River under specific hydrogeological and climatic conditions were
performed. They included examinations of phl,toplankton as well as ecosystemic studies of other
components of the biocoenosis in the open-water of a lacustrine type ecosystem - Krstonosica Okno.
Evolutionally, Obedska bara - Krstonosica Okno went through the successively changing states starting
as a primary-oligotrophic lake-system that had been gradualy (through a long, eutrophicating ageing

process) transformed into eutrophic one. During (geological) time, system's production-capacities
(determined by autochthonous/ allochthonous nutrient's resources) have been progressively exceeding
those of degradation of large amounts of autochthonous/allochthonous organic matter, which resulted in
peat-accumulation in the belt of macrophye-vegetation surrounding water-body. In this way the
immediate surrounding of Krstonosica Okno has been transformed from a plain-marsh to a peat-bog

system of eutrophic-dystrophic character. As the process of overgrowing progressively proceeded, the
water-body of Krstonosica Okno changed into secondary-oligotrophic system with some dystrophic
tendencies.
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THE StrN,II.WILD AINOS PONY OF CtrFALONLd ISLAND

J. MENEGATOS

Fac. of Animal Production, Agricultural Unit,. of Atlrcns, Iera Odos 75, 11855 Atltens, GREECE

In our days there are four herds of semi wild horses all around Greece. One of them lives in the
estuaries of the river Achelloos. The second one lives in the region of Amfilochia in the West Greece.
The third one lives on the mountain Paggeon in North Greece. The last one wanders on the mountain
Ainos in the island of Cefalonia. All these herds of horses belong to the mountain type of Greek horse
whose main representative is the breed of Pindos Pony. Many of these herds may be differentiated from
the original mountain type of Greek pony to a new breed as the Ainos Pony breed, but more research is
needed for the other three herds.

Cefalonia is the largest of the Ionian islands. Its mountain Ainos is of the highest in Greece,
with 1629 m height. For long periods during the winter it is covered with snow. On this mountain there is
a Greek endemic species of fir (Abies cefallonica) and most of it is a National Park. The semi-wild ponies
live around the Park. Sometimes they enter it through the barbed wire fence. Until recently there were
three herds. Each herd had about 12 animals, one of which was the stallion. There were also some elder
stallions which lived alone. Unfortunately these animals have become extinct by the goat shepherds, so
nowadays there are only 7 individuals. Last year 5 animals were killed. The characteristics of these
animals are: height 1.15-1.30 m, body narrow but with well developed quarters, limbs very strong, hoofs
strong, black coloured and narrow, mane and tall sparse. The main colours are bay, gray, brown and
black-roan. The ponies are extremelv hard and sure footed. They survive on the mininum of food. They
have courage and good stamina. Throughout the year they tive in the open. There is no cave or other
shelter in the mountain to protect them in the winter, while there is only one water spring in the region
for the summer. The shephepds allow the ponies to drink from this spring after the watering of their
goats. Capturing is a very difficult work, but soon the ponies become calm with a good character. The
origins of these ponies are lost in the past but old men all around villages believe that these ponies derive
from individuals which belonged to domestic herds which were raised around the mountain some
decades ago.

THERMOREGULATION CHARACTERISTICS OF THE SNOWVOLE Cldonomys nivalis
FROM BULGARIA*

R. METCHEVA

Inst. of Zoology BAS, Tzar Osyobc.tditel 1. 1000 SoJia, BULGARU

Thermoprelerenda. daily activity rhl,thms. body tempcraturc and rcsting metabolic rate in
different ambient tempcratures were studied in snou,voles. l{esults of mean bod1, temperature measurcd

betwccn 1-3p.m. was 39.2oC 24 hours activity amount for voles snow that theSr were active tbr about 9 to
11 hours per 24 h. The type of activitl,rhy.thm may by considered a noctural. Resting metabolic rate

(RMR) was measured at various temperaturcs ranging lrom OoC to 25oC. The values of oxygen

consumption at OoC was 3.8 ml O2lg-h. Thc voles o\.vgcn c{)nsurrpt'()n was at 1.5oC - 2.5 ml O2ig-h.
*Tlis v,ork u,as suppofted by a grant B - 129 fi'orn tlrc l{ational Science Fund, Mini.stry of Edttcation Science
and Tecltnologies.
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ECOLOGICAL AND BIOGEOGRAPHICAL DIFFERENTIATION OF ROE DEER
(Capreolus' capreolas L.) POPULATIONS FROM SERBIA (YUGOSLAVIA)

S. MILOSEVIC-ZLATANOVICI, S. STAMENKOVIC, I.R. SAVIC 2, J. BRADVAREVIC3

1. Inst. of Biologt, Fac. of Science, (Jniv. of Kragujevac, Radoje Doma.novica 12, 3400 l{raguievac, SERBIA
2. Inst. of Zoologt, Fac. of Biolog, Univ. of Belgrade, Studentski trg 1, 11000 Belgrade, SERBU
3. JP "Srbijasume", Panzevo, Maksima Gorkog 26, 13000 Panzevo, SERBIA

For five populations from Serbia (Yugoslavia). two from the lowland area north of the Danube
(Bazki Monostor and Zrenjanin), one from central Serbia (Smederevska Palanka) and two from the
mountainous region south of the Danube (Jucni Kuzaj and Stara planina), population ecological
parameters (density. dispersal. age and sex structure, indices of fertility and habitus) as well as

craniometric characteristics of the populations lyere analyzed. Part of the sample was obtained through
regular game management activities, while a part was obtained by examination of trophies in private
collections.

Variation in 56 measures was investigated in 300 craniums of the roe dQer. Craniological
variability was analyzed by standard multivariate statistical techniques with respect to the populatiort
parameters and localities

The biogeographical characteristics of roe deer populations were analyzed according to
dominant and characteristic tlpes of ecosystems that is, biomes which roe deer inhabit within the
investigated localities (acc. to Matvejev 1961, and Matvejev & Puncer 1989).

We commented specifically on the protection status of the roe deer populations in light of our
results.

Dedr are among the few groups of large mammals which have been efiensively studied during
the last decade with respect to genetical and morphological variation. However, in contrast to the other
deer, the roe deer - one of the most abundant European deer species - has been poorly investigated,
especially with respect to morphological variation.

There are few published results of research on the craniological characteristics of roe deer
populations from Central Europe (Markov et al. t984,1991, Sokolov et al. i985, 1986, Petrov et al.

1e68).
In this paper we report the variability of a suite of. craniometric characters of five populations of

Yugoslav roe deer with an intent to summarize and explore the factor structure of deer skulls with
respect to sex and age, and if possible, interpret these results from a biogeographical point of view.

THE ''OCEANIC'' ISLANDS OF THE AEGEAN ARCHIPELAGO

M. MYLONAS

Natural History Museum, Univ. of Crete, P.O.Box 2208, 71409 lraklio, Crete, GREECE

Although the term "ocaanic" might sound strange for islands of the Aegean Sea there is enough
evidence from their position, their formation, as well as from their physical environment, that convince
us for this characterisatit-rn.

The islets are located in the southern part of the Aegean Volcanic Arc, off the continental shelf.
They are either volcanic cones or remnants of them. More specifically these are the islets and complexes
of Ananes, Christiana and Nisyros. The Ananes group comprise of two islets which are found to the
southwest of Milos, the group of Christiana of three islets to the southwest of Santorini, while the thifd
group consists of four islets around Nisyros. All of them have been formed between late Pliocene and
early Holocene.

The above mentioned islets, which were studied in the frame of a long term project on the
Greek islets, have been visited during 1990-1992 by many specialists in order to gather as much data as

possible on their geology, vegetation, flora and fauna.
After the phytosociological analysis but mainly after the analyses of the comrnunities of land

snails, soil arthropods and reptiles the following results are indicative of the islets' character.
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national marinc park was establishe d in 1992. ancl in the Ionian Sea rvhcrc thc cstablishmcnt of conservation
lIreasures are prcscntlv uncler wa],. Only lragrncntary clata exist about local populations in other arcas oI the
monk seal's range in Greccc.

Within the above framc. an assessment ol the scal population ancl its d1,'namics u,as launched on a
national level. Main ilims wcrc (1) to evaluate the currcnt trcncls in size irnd distribution of the population
througholrt Greece ancl not onlf in the two main centrcs of study. and (2) to improve our knowleclge about
the distribution of thc species arrcl providc thc necessan' backgrclund inforrnation for the expansior.r oI
conscruaticln eflbrts to other arcas of interesl laf ing thc ground fclr further protection zones. In orcler to
increase the probabilitv of sunival ol the species it is imperatiye that a network 9f conscrvation areas with
strategic distribution throughout the country bc cstablished. Questior.rnaircs were sent to local port police
authorities throughout Greece in 1982iE3. in 1984i8-5 and in 1990i91 rvho collected information lrom the
local fishcrmcn about the numbcr of adult ancl 1,'our.rg seals thcy had observed as also other details and sent
back thc lbrms lbr evaluation. Altogetirer. over 3.000 answers were received. Thc cvaluation of the data
revealed tl.rat monk scals still erist almost all over the coastal part of Grcccc. mainland and islands. and are
no1 conccntratcd in the area of thc N. Sporades or in the Ionian Sca as it clften appears. Tire population's
gcographical clistributior.r and the trencls over the 80's decacle are shown on the accompanying mrp.
Rcproductiorl rates seem to be norrnal. Main lactors tirreatening the population arc mclrtality and loss of
habitat.

Our data rvill hopelully help conscrvation eflorts to ir.rcludc ncw areas of particular importancc for
the seals and eventually to establish a netrvork of protected areas throughout Greece.

INTERACTION BETWEEN SEA TURTLES AND SURFACE LONG LINE FISHERIES
IN THE IONIAN SEA, GREECE

A. PANOU, S. MOSCHONAS, L. TSELENTIS, N. VOUTSINAS, CH. MOUREIATOS, S. KALOUPI,
V. VOUTSINAS

Arclipelagos - marine and coastal managemen4 G. VergotiAve. 61, GR-281 00Argostoli, Kefalonia, GREECE

Remarkably little is known about the major threats in the Loggerhead turtle's (Caretta caretta)
principal habitat, the sea. One major threat for this endangered species derives from incidental catches
during fishing with surface long lines or drift nets. In Greece, regular monitoring of incidental catches of
turtles in surface long lines was launched in 1989 in the Ionian Sea and continued through to 1995.

Data obtained in 7 consecutive years of monitoring for average annual catch rate per vessel and
per fishing trip, average annual number of turtles caught per fishing trip, annual frequency of catches
between N-NW. Kefalonia and Ithaca, where no nesting beaches are known, and S. Kefalonia to S.
Zakynthos which includes the area with one of the largest concentrations of turtle nestings in the
Mediterranean, and monthly frequencies of catches per fishing trip over the 7 years reveal considerable
annual variations. A large majority of the caught turtles were juveniles and subadults. In most cases, the sex
could not be determined with certainty. None of the caught turtles was tagged. The majority had the hook in
the throat, few were hooked in the mouth cavity. Only few had an older hook in the mouth indicating that
they had survived a recent interaction with long line fisheries.

Most of the caught turtles were Caretta caretta. Only in few cases, the animal may have been a
Green turtle (Cltelonia mydas) but it was not possible to identif,i the species with certainty although Green
turtles as also Leatherback turtles, Dennocltelys coiacea, have been observed at least once in the study area.

Relatively few turtles are caught annually in the study area compared with the large numbers of
catches reported from the rest of the Mediterranean. In the Ionian Sea, a severe threat to the I-oggerhead's
population and to other marine creatures is posed by drift nets which are heavily used throughout the area,
mainly by the Italian fleet. Our data have shown that most of the caught turtles were of relatively small size
very much like in the NW. Mediterranean where drift nets were used as well. This might indicate that the
fraction of bigger sized turtles has decreased due to deaths in drift nets. All efforts should be made to avoid
drift netting in this particularly sensitive area.

7-lis stLtdy was co-Jtnartced by Greek Artirnol We[ure FLud, British Chelonia Grottp and tlrc Mediten'anean
Associatiort to Save the Sea Tiutles.
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Approximately half of the sampled tish (49.2%) were caught at the depth of 750m, w}llrle 35Vo and 10Vo

at depths 500m and 1000m respectively. The differences in the bathyrnetrical distribution of the various
speciis of the family Myctophidae are well pronounced. Their presence is usual between 300m and
800m,whereas78%oof H.benoiti occuredatT50mdepthand 607oof M.punctatum werefoundat500m
depth. The relatively limited data on the abundance of the rest species did not allow the extraction of
similar conclusions.

A FIRST INSIGHT ON BREEDING AND MIGRATORY PASSSERINE AVIFAUNA OF THE
NORTHERN DODECANESE ARCHIPELAGO : PRELIMINARY R.ESULTS OF THE 1995 HOS

EXPEDITION

C. PAPAKONSTANTINOU*, N. KARDAKARI**, J. ROUSSOPOULOS*

* Hellenic Omithological Society, Em. Benaki 53, 106 8l Athens, GREECE
** Univ. of Aegean, Dept. of Environmental Studies, GR 811 00 Mytilini, GREECE

Eighty-eight islands and islets in the Northern Dodecanese were visited in spring, early summer
and autumn 1,995, resulting in a full coverage of the land mass of the area. This work presents field data
on the breeding and migratory status and distribution of the passerine avifauna. A total of 54 species

were recorded, 17 of them being confirmed breeders, seven of which were summer visitors in the
Archipelago. Sardinian Warbler Sylvia melanocephala was the most widespread breeder and Tree Pipit
Anthus tivialis the most widespread migrant. Some aspects of the ecology and biogeography of the
passerine bird communities, as well as conservation hints are discussed. In general, the composition of
the breeding passerine avifauna is largely determined by long-term human activities and grazing
pressure. For migratory birds, the importance of the tiny rocky islets, as staging and refueling areas,

should be stressed.

THE CA\ts ORTHOPTERA OF CRETE

K. PARAGAMIAN

The Natural History Museum of Crete, Univ. of Crete, P.O.Box 208, 714 09 lraHeio, Crete, GREECE

The fauna of the cavernicolous Orthoptera of Crete consists of three species which were known
to inhabit 24 caves. Discoptila lindbergt was known fron 17 caves, Dolichopoda paraskevi from 3 caves and
Troglophilus spinulosus from 11 caves). The taxonomic status of the Troglophilus and Dolichopoda species

has been doubted for a long time.
During the last 8 years an extensive biospeleological survey has been carried out on Crete and

more than 300 caves and potholes were sampled. Cave Orthoptera have been observed and collected in
57 sites (40 caves and l7 potholes). In this contribution, the previous knowledge on cave orthoptera of
Crete is reviewed and new data from 16 caves and 17 potholes are provided. D. lindberyi, D. paraskevi
and T. spinulosus are recorded from 13, 13 and 19 new sites, respectively. The current geographic
distribution of each species is presented and discussed along with some ecological remarks. From the
examination of several samples, the existence of only one species of Troglophilus (7. spinulosus) is further
supported white the existence of a second species of Dolichopoda (Dolichopoda sp.2 Boudou-Saltet,
1973) is rejected.
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This combination of plant-associations represents an interesting ancl very rich basc of living for
the phy'tophagous lamily Curculionidae. Field practicc fur students lrom Faculty of Sciences Kragu.jevac
in that zone was realised in 1986. 1988-91 in tl.re last da,vs of Mal,and at the bcginning of June. At that
time. on the localitics Star Dojran. Toplec. Decleli (near Valandovo) ancl artificial lake Paljurci. thc aclult
rveevils rvere collectcd lrom plants (bv beatins ancl moving tcchniques) ancl undcr stLlnes. 163 indivicluals
(66 males. 97 lernalcs) rvere tbund and 44 species. belonging to 22 gerrera (13 subfamilies) were
identified.

These preliminarv results sugesl tl.re nccessity of coninuation of investigations in this intercsting
zone.

NICHE STRUCTUR.E IN AN EAST MEDITERRANEAN HEMIPTERAN ASSEMBLAGE

P.V.PETRAKIS

Makrygianni 70, 142 35 N.Ionia, Athens, GREECE

Central to any observed pattern in ecological community organization is the concept of
ecological niche. Niche concept unified the study of species coexistence and resource partitioning. It
became a fundamental ecological entity amenable to sophisticated statistical analysis and testing only
after its quantification as a subset of the n-dimensional hlpervolume corresponding to various
combinations of environmental factors that affect species presence/absence and performance. In this way
the ecological niche of a particular species or population served as a criterion for its assignment to
particular guilds. This situation substantially departs from the expectations of the originator of the guild
concept who associated niche to the habitat requirements of a species and guild to the more or less
uniform functional role of a group of species. However, this differentiation seems to be the natural
ex-tension of the niche concept of which the geometric character together with the multidimensional
nature of the hypervolume, gave it the strength of a mathematical property that is necessary and
sufficient to account for an observed arrangement of an animal assemblage on a set of environmental
axes.

The capacity of the niche to include objective measures of composite environmental factors or
resources through the use of multivariate procedures, such as discriminant analysis or factor analysis
circumvents several problems associated with the application of the hypervolume niche concept: [1] the
correlation's between environmental factors are minimised because within the factor and discriminant
spaces the axes are orthogonal that means mathematically uncorrelated; [2] resource or environmental
axes are composite, that means a great deal of the existing habitat variation is summarised in a few -and
for this meaningful- linear trends; [3] the study of the importance of interspecific competition in species
guilds, though in the past demanded for the existence of only a few less than six- participant species,
now in terms of niche hypervolume it becomes relatively easy to study its role as a shaping factor of
ecological communities involving several guilds with an arbiirary number of species; [+] is genulne
geometric entity niche hypervolume can be adequately handled as a Euclidean entity in arguments
involving triangle inequalities, which are essential in ordering species, or the extension of overlap
between two or more niches, and the position of niches in the community overall niche space.

The present study demonstrates the application of the niche concept in the search for structure
and the analysis of the structuring fbrces of a Hemipteran (Heteroptera and Auchenorrhyncha) insect
assemblage in an east-Mediterranean ecosystem. Mediterranean ecosystems are characterized by rich
insect faunas and relatively high endemism, in a similarly taxonomically diverse vegetation scenery of
morphoanatomically convergent and chemically diverse plant species. This is mainly due to a multitude
of palaeo-geographical, palaeo-climatic and ecological factors. Rich faunas are expected to pose
difficulties in any attempt designed to show the existence of functional organization in guilds consisting
of large numbers of species. The Hemiptera comprise a rather compact guild of plant sucking insects
while they include some predatory species which are still depended on plant tissues or organs for water
balance maintenance, shelter, or as perch or hunting sites for insect prey.

More specifically, the questions addressed here are: [1] what is the most appropriate biotope
descriptive variable set that best accounts for the parameters of niche hypervolumes of Hemiptera
species; [2] what are the main features of the niche organization in this insect assemblage and in what
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BIODIVERSITY OF LARGE BRANCHIOPODS(ANOSTRACA, NOTOSTRACA AND
CONCHOSTRACA) IN YUGOSI-AYIA

B. PETROV,I. PETROV, D.M. CVETKOVIC

Inst. of Zoolog, Fac. of Biolog, Univ. of Belgrade, Studentski trg 16,11 000 Belgrade, SERBU

Our investigations on large Branchiopods in Federal Republic of Yugoslavia during the last 18

years are presented. Literature data are incorporated too.' 
Brarchiopods have been found in 176 localities in which 19 species ( 10 Anostracans, 2

Notostracans and 7 Conchostracans) have been found. This makes 26,03 7o of species inhabiting Europe.
Anostracans are the most frequent making 62,21 % of Branchiopods found. Conchostracans are much
less common (28,47 %o),while Notostracans make only 9,35 7o of thepopulations.

Branchipus schaeffei is the most frequent species (24,80 Eo). Lepteshteia saetosa and
Chirocephalus diaphanus are approximately half as frequent (14,23 and L3, 0L %). Cyzicus tetracerus,

Tiops canciformis, Streptocephalus torvicomis and Chirocephalus brevipalpis are appearing in 9,35 - 6,91

7o of the populations. The other species are rather rare (0.41 - 3.25 %); they inhabit a restricted area or
even a single locality.

A species diversity measured as Shannon's entropy H is 1.016 and the evenness of their
frequency distribution (R) is 0.795.

Regarding a biodiversity of Branchiopods two regions in Yugoslavia can be distinguished, one

being north of the rivers Sava and Danube (1.e. the south part of the Pannonian Plain) and the other
south of these rivers.

In the Pannonian part of the country 18 species have been registered (9 Anostracans, 2

Notostracans and 7 Conchostracans). The most frequent one is Branchipus schaffii (30,27%), followed
by Lepestheia saetosa, Streptocephalus to:icomis, Chirocephalus brevipalpis and Cyzicus tetracerus (15,68 -

8,65 %). Other species are rare. Branchipus serbicus, Limnadia lenticulais, Imnadia cistata and Imnadia
banatica have been found in a single locality. A species diversity is 0.993, and the evenness of their
distribution is 0.791.

In the second region only 10 species have been found (6 Anostracans, 2 Notostracans and 2

Conchostracans). The most frequent species is Chirocephalus diaphanus which makes even 40,98 7o of
Branchiopods. Tiops canciformis, Cyzicus.tetracerus, Lepteshteia saetosa and Branchipus schaffii are
rather frequent (16,39 - 8,20 %) while other species are rare. Artemia salina an'd Branchinecta ferox have
been found in only one locality. A species diversity is smaller (0.784) and the evenness of distribution is

approximately the same (0.874) as in the Pannonian region.

SOME REMARKS ON THE ORGANIZATION OF THE SOCIETYAND THE BIOLOGY OF
Cataglyphis aenescens NYL. (HYMENOPTERA, FORMICIDAE)

I.Z. PETROV

Inst. of Zoologt, Fac. of Biologt, Univ. of Belgrade, 11000 Belgrade, SERBIA

These investigations have been carried out in the locality 'ardak (Deliblatska peczara (Deliblato
SandyArea) (Serbia), about 70km northeast from Belgrade.

C. aenescens inhabit arid habitats. Deliblatska Pe{'ara, as an "oasis" of such habitats, offers
optimal conditions for inhabiting of C. aenescens. Due to artificial afforastation of Deliblatska pe{'aru,
such habitats are small and rare today. Therefore C aenescens is an endangered species in that area.

The society of C. aenescens is monogynous and relatively small, consisting of several hundreds
up to about 2.500 workers. The body length of workers ranges from 3.10 to Smm, of the queen ranges
fuom8.24 to 10.00mm and of the male ranges from7.66 to 9.96mm.

Alatae queens and males appear in the society at the end of May and the beginning of June. A
real swarming was not observed. Alatae queens and males wandered mostly over the ground within very
short flying distances. Mating occurs on the ground.
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BALKAN SHOR-E LARJ{Eremophilaalpestis balranica REICHENOW 1895IN SERBIAAND
FORMER YUGO SI-A\TA - DISTRIBUTION, HABITAT AND POPULATION

S. PUZOVIC

Natutral History Museum, Belg'ade, SERBU

Balkan Shore Lark populates the mountains of the south-east part of the Balkan Peninsula. It is

a sedentary species. On tire- territory of former Yugoslavia it populates.republics.of Bosnia -

Herzegovina, Serbia, Montenegro and F.Y.R. of Macedonia. To the west, its habitats spread to mountain

Dinari (16'30/ Iongitude); to ihe north, to 44' longitude, over mountains (Cincar, Vranica, Bjelasnica,

Jahorina, Ozret, G-oc, Rtanj and Stara Planina. The average distance of its south-western area border is

50hn fromthe Adriatic Sea, while in the south-east its area spreads to Albania and Greece.

In former Yugoslavia 3 global zones of distribution can be discerned : 1. Dinaric (western :

Balkan ; southern : Sar'- Pind) ; 2. Moesian - central (mountain Kopaonik) ; 3. Eastern Balkan (Balkan -

Rodopian).^ 
In Serbia there are 8 centres of insular distribution of this species, situated in the southern part

of the country and grouped around mountains : Ozren, Prokletije, Kopaonik, Sar-planina, Rtanj, Suva

Planina, Stara Planina and Besna Kobila.
The species populates only those mountain peaks and high mountain pastures where there is no

shrub vegetation, and where grass vegetation does not exceed 10 cm. Vertical breeding distribution

covers th! altitudes of. 1.210 --2.550 m and is dependent on the height of the'mountain, its exposition,

degree of erosion, rock unit, the presence of cattle breeding etc. The optimal nesting zone ranges from

trZ"OO - 2.300 m above sea levei. As the height of the mountain range increases, the vertical zone

populated by the species expands - from 30 m on the peaks ranging from 1.200 - 1.400 m, over 350 m on

ihe mountains of medium height, to the zones of 600 m on the mountains over 2.500 m.

A considerable part of the population in Serbia can be found on the silicate rock unit (76%)'

while serpentine hosts 21Vo, arld limestone only 3 Vo.

In formei Yugoslavia the population is estimated at 2.000 pairs at most. In Serbia, where a thorough

research was carried out, some 500 pairs nest. The density of the population increases as one goes from

the north to the south and from the west to the east, as well as with the increase in the height of the

mountain range. Most pairs live on mountain Sar Planina (160), Stara Planina (110) and in the-region of
Besna KobilaltOSl. Fewer pairs populate Prokletije (around 60) and Kopaonik (45), while the fewest

are found on Suva Planina (12), Ozret (5) and Rtanj (2),
In Serbia there are no evident signs that the species is endangered and its population status has

been rather stabile in the last decade. Cattle breeding has a positive effect on the distribution and

population status of this species, while negative factors include the building of hotels, ski slopes and

ielays in mountain tops, as well as the afforestation of bare tops with coniferous trees.

POPUI-A.TION DYNAMICS AND SYSTEMATIC DATA ON DIPLOPODA (MYRIAPODA) FROM
TWO GR.EENHOUSES NEARBY TIRANA (ALBANIA)

M. QIRJO

Dcpt. of Biology, Univ. of Tirana. Tirana. ALBANIA

The present paper deals with the population clynamics of Diplopoda (Myriapoda) during a 2

1,cars period of reseirch (1991-i992) in trvo grcenhouscs'soil. Both places are quite exploited as

agricuitural land. Data on soil humidity. fertilizers ancl pesticides are compared to the density and

fiequency of <jifferent species of Diplopoda. The dl,namics of Diplopoda population rvi1l be shown and

two species are reported for the lirst time in Albania. one of which frlr the tirst time in the whole of

Balkan pcninsula.
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SPATLAL DI!'ERSITY OP YUGOSI-AV MAMMAL FAUNA.

LI{. sAVIC.1. s. sTAMENKOVIC'.1,t. pTUNOVIC'. M. H,ttLgxt<ovlc'

l. Irtst. of Zoologl^, F'ac. of Biolog,, Uriv. oJ'Belgrade,
StLLtlerttski trg 16. 11000 Belgrade, SI:RIIU
2. Mu.setun ol Natw'al llistoty, Niegoset'a 51. 11000 Belgradl S|:IIBU
3. Irtst. .fttr Biokryical Reseat'clt "Siisa Stattkot'ic", 29. Not,etnbra 112, 11000 Belgrade, SERBU

Distribution data from several sources was compiled (incl. unpublished. data) for the 96 species
of Yugoslav mammals and mapped in order to anaiyze distribution patterns and identiff centers of
diversity. The analysis was twofold: a) UTM grids (50*50km) were used to map species occurrence
according to available data, emphasizing mosaic distributions and real occurrence within ranges; b) The
regional geographic division of Yugoslavia was used with species density as variable, providing a broader
scope of analysis, since both the administrative as well as the major zoogeographical units of Yugoslavia
were accurately represented. We identified a base mammal fauna for the major regions by extrapolating
distributions ol species whose occurrence is certain within a region thus compensating for deficiencies
arising from lack of detailed distribution data for certain widespread species.

The analysis was performed by least squares contour mapping of the species' distributions of
each order of mammals. Centers of (high and low) diversity and major gradients, if any, were recognized.
The correspondence to various factors determining species diversity, especially those responsible for
faunal impoverishment within a region were aralyzed.

Two major zones of high species diversity are evident, eastern and western, situated in an N-S
direction along the borders of Yugoslavia. The eastern zone is under the influence of the main
Carpathian and Balkan mountain ranges and comprises all of pericarpathic and peribalkanic Serbia west
to the Morava river alluvial plain. The western zone ranges from the Danube in the North, up the Drina
river valley, and expands into a plateau encompassing the southeastern Dinarids. A central zone of low
diversity situated between these zones is comprised of three subzones, each with a different complex of
factors responsible for faunal impoverishment. In Montenegro a gradient of declining diversity is
observed from the mountainous to the coastal regions.

We consider the relevance of our results to major issues of biodiversity conservation in
Yugoslavia. Specifically we stress the importance of integral and strategic measures and planning for
such groups as mammals, since the scope of existing measures are, in our opinion, inadequate to ensure a
sustained species richness of mammals.

CONTRIBUTIONS OF BIOACOUSTICS TO THE TAXONON,IY OF PALEARC'I]C WATER FROGS

H. SCHNEIDER

Zoologiscltes htst., Unitt. Bonn, D-53115 Bonn, GERMANY

The mating call of male anurans is a very characteristic feature with specific biological functions.
Because of its high specifity it also is very useful for solving taxonomic problems.

The distribution and the composition of the water frogs (genus Rarza) in the Mediterranean region
seemed to be very simple. The Iake fuog, Rana idibunda, was supposed to occupy a very large area
extending from western Europe to Asia and also to the Nile delta and the Arabian peninsula. Based on the
analyses of mating calls this picture changed decisively.

In western Greece and southern Albania a new species has been found, Rana epeirotica (Epeirus
frog) which occurs in the low lands and prefers still or low flowing waters with abundant but low vegetation.

A comparative bioacoustic study of lake frogs in southeastern regions (western Turkey, Israel, Nile
delta) revealed marked differences compared with those in Greece. After the study of the tlpical lake frog
Rana idibunda PALLAS, L777 at Guryev, Kazakhstan, it was obvious that neither the southeastern water
frogs nor those inhabiting the main part of Greece represent the typical Rana idibunda. The southeastern
and the southwestern form represent two species which have been established in the mean time: Rana
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Tl.re results oI the studies on the growth rate of pikc (E.so,r luciLt.s L..1J5E) in the rcservoir
,Gruza, are presentecl in this article. This reson'oir is relativelv new. dating from 1984 w'hen it was

crcaled fbr the needs of supplying with water. The surface area c-,f the resen'"oir covcrs 9.34kmr. *'irh a

;;l;;; of SiiLO' 1rlt. Outrt,,i.,aiigly rnarkccl eutrophic fcaturcs have bcen observed in tl.ris area' The

resenoir is populatcd by 17Iish.p.ci.r belonging to 5 families. The pike has bcen observecl to rcpresent

the biggest pr.auto. wiihin the fish communiry. Anter a commercial catch in March. 1991, 54 specimcns

of pik-e"were cletected. Theso agcd lrom 5+ to 7+. Upon the retrospective cvaiuation of the growth-in-

length rate. the following valucf *e.e recordod (ltllc): l1 - 1]jr/156mm.12 - 298/264mm' 1: - 3iJ6/342mm' l'r

- Sig/+OOmm. li - 587/5i0mm. 1,, - 64,1/571mm ancl 17 - 680/602mm. The length gr()wth rate has been

found trt bc moderate rvirhin thc juvcnile period of life. and to have rcachcd tr ctlnsiclerable incrcase at

the time of full sexual maturity (age 4+ and oldcr).

COMPAIUSON O}'SCALES, OI'ERCULAR BONES AND \tsRTEBRA'E FORAGE

DETERMINATION OF TENCH, Tinca tinca (L., 1758)

A.I. SINIS

Dept. Zoolog;, Aristotle uni'. of Thessaloniki, P.O.Box 131, 510 06 The.ssalotiki. GRE?:CI''

Samples of f'ench. Tinca tinca.were taken lrom Lake Vegoritida, Northetn Greece (40"45'N,

Zl,'41,8). Fis-h age was dctermined after comparing differcnt skeletal elements (i'e. scalcs. opercular

bones arrd vertefrae). Several mcthods were ernplo-r,ecl for thc prcparation of the vcrtebrae' The best

method was found tcl be ovcn-drying at 200"C foi 3h. Age cleterminations obtained from the opercular

bones and vertebrao were more iccrirate than those obtained from scalcs. Theretore- tl.re detcrminatiorl

of the age of Tench using scales is not recommcncled for unerpericncecl researchers unlcss the annual

rings foithe agcs >3yr ari compirred with those ol the opercr'rlar bones and vertcbrac'

THE GROWTH OF PIKE (Esoxlucius LINNAEUS, 1758) IN THE RESERVOIII'GRUZA' (SERBIA)

S.Z. SIMOVIC. G.S. MARKOVIC

Fac. AgronomY, 32000 Cacak, SERBU

PELA.GIC COPEPODS OF'THE SARONIKOS GUL!'

I, SIOKOU-FRANGOU

lVational Centre for Marine Researclt, Ag.Kosmas, 16(t01 lletlinikon, Atltens' GREECE

The srucly of pelagic copepods of the Saronikos Gulf was basecl on samples collected monthly or

scasonally between iSS+ ana tSS9, at stations positionecl in the four.distinct arcas of the Gulf (Elefsis

Bay, Inner Gulf. Outer Gulf ancl Westcrn Baiin) and at clillerent layers betrveen 0 and 400m. The

anilysis revealed a total of 117 spccies and amongthern 65 werc restrictcd in the near surface layer (0-

Zm). Tne incrcasecl number of species comparecl to that of previous -studies (83). should be relatcd to the

sampling in the whole lvater column occupied by a large number of_species as well as to rccent changes

in tlie tibliography of copepod taronomy. All species occur in the Mccliterrancan Sea and in thc Aegean

Sea (coastal'ana ottrlrnr. ivaters). The i,ccur.encc of coastal as well as of pclagic species in.the gulf is

<jue io thc variety of environment: semi-closecl area (Elcfsis bay) and coastal area (Inncr Gulf) more or

less influenced by hul.ran activities. coastal areas periodicall,v (Westcrn Basin) or largcly (Outcr Gulf)

influenced by the Aegcan Sca rvater masses. This water is more expanclecl in thc Gulf during the cold

period (November-Mirch), resulting to an enrichment of the copepocl fauna b,v cpi- and mesopelagic

species.
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of about 14-15 mm the cligitiform glands appeared as a small srvclling while thcl, started branching at a

size of about 17.50 mm.
The peak of eggla,vings rvas noticed in mid May. Hatching took place about 18 days aftcr

egglaying. During summer the snails did not acstivate. Hibernation started at the cncl oI Octobcr to the

beginning of Novcmbor. Exit from hibernation took place at tl.re beginning of March.
Accordirrg to von Bcrtaianlf-v's mcthod C. tindobottensl.s needs 71,'ears to attain its maxinrrrm size

in the field. The studv of relative grou,th of D in relation to d showecl that it was faster in juvcniles than
in adults.

Mortality rate was very high during the first vear of life. rvhile lifc cxpectancy was higher during
the second.vear of life and clecreases aftorwards. Per capita rate of increase (rc) was equal to 1.

POSSIBLE APPLICATION OF FUZZY SYSTEM SIMUI-ATION MODELS FOR
BIOMONITORTNG SOIL POLLUTION IN URBAN AREAS

G.P. STAMOUI, G.B. STAMOU2

1. Dept. of Ecolog4 Aristotle Univ. of Tltessaloniki, P.O.Box 119, 510 06 Thessaloniki, GREECE
2. Intelligent, Robotics and Control (Jnit, National Technical Univ. of Athens, 157 73, Zografou catnpus,

Atlterts, GREECE

The life history traits of soil arthropods are considered useful for biondication purposes in
urban sites. In order to model the pollution in these sites by using life history parameters, highly complex
and overmathematized models are needed. As an alternative, fiizry system simulation techniques can be

applied. In this paper a fuzzy theory based model, involving temperature and pollution levels in a

Mediterranean city, is developed. The model was built upon hypotheses drawn from laboratory evidence.
Oscillating temperature and pollution is driving the type of the response of the life history parameters

and determine the magnitude of these responses. A qualitative layout of the simulation model is

presented.

GEOGRAPHICAL AND ALTITUDINAL VARIATION OF Carabus banoni DEJEAN, 1829
(COLEOPTERA: CARABIDAE) ON THE CRETAN AREA, USING MORPHOMETRIC DATA.

I. STATHI*, G. MARKAKIS*, A. TRICI{AS#

* [Jniv. of Crcte, Dept. of Biology, P.O.Box 2208, 714 09 lrakleio, Crete, GREECE
* (Jniv. of Crete, Natural History Museum, P.O.Box 2208, 714 09 lraHio, GREECE

In this study we examine the geographical and altitudinal differentiation on body size and shape

of some populations of the carabid beetle Carabus banoni Dej., 1"829 (Coleoptera : Carabidae) on the
island of Crete.

C. banoni is endemic to Crete with wide distribution on the island. It belongs to the higher level
of soil surface predators. Because of its abundance in almost every habitat of the island, its role seems

essential to the structure of the soil fauna communities. Furthermore, it is of great biogeographical
interest due to its endemism to the Cretan area and its phylogenetic relationships to other congeneric
species of Cyprus and Asia Minor. Worthy to mention is that no related forms has been found on the'
island group between Crete and Asia Minor (Kasos, Karpathos and Rodos) where greek, aegean or
endemic forms of C. coiaceus ceisyi, C. trojanus oertzeni and C. graecus moio, oca)r.

Samples from several sites on Crete and the surrounding islands were collected and 27 body
measurements were taken from each individual. The data were analysed with multivariate analyses, in
order to estimate body differentiations among populations.

We believe that ecological, rather than biogeographical, factors must be responsible for the

following results:
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GREY PARTRIDGE (Perdix perdix) BREEDING AND WINTER HOME RANGES AND HABITAT USE
IN NORTHERN GREECE

C. THOMAIDES-, N. PAPAGEORGIOU--, A. CHARALAMBIDES---

" \'echnological Educatiott Institute, Dept. of !'orestr1, (Lab. of lttldlife Ecolog'), GR-36100 Katpetisi,
GREECE.. 

Ari.stotle LIni,., Dept. of Foreshy and l'{ut. Ent'iromnent (Lab. ol Wrklhfe Managentent and lreshwater
Fislrcries ), GR-51006 Tltessaloniki, GREECE-".Atistotle (Jnit,.. Dept. oJ'Forestry and l,lat. Enyironntent (Lab. oJ Forest Managemettt and Remote Sensirtg),

G R- 5 1006 7'h es salon i ki, C; RE E C Il

Pair (n= 12) and covey (n= 17) home ranges of grey partridges (PerdLx perdix) were determined in a
cereal farming area near Thessaloniki, Greece, by the use of radiotelemetry, pointing dogs and observations.
Pairs were foilowed from eggJaying (late March) through hatching (early June), while coveys were
monitored from late Ocotber till the beginning of pair formation (January). Mean pair range was 1.5 ha
(range 0.6-2.6 ha). Mean covey range was 2.6 ha (ratge L.7-5.9 ha). Habitat features and availability
(analysed by GiS), as well as use, will be discussed.

ZOOGEOGRAPHIC AND FAUNISTIC CHARACTERISTICS OF APHIDIID FAUNA
(APHIDIIDAE, HYIUENOPTERA) OF YUGOSIAYIA

Z. TOMANOVIC*, M. BRAJKOVIC*, M. KRUNIJC*, O. PETROVIC**, LI. STANISAVLIEVIC*

* Inst. of Zoology, Fac. of Biologt, Univ. of Belgrade, SERBIA
**Fac. of Agriculture, University of Belgrade, SERBU

First data on aphidiid fauna of FR Yugoslavia were reported in papers by Graeffe (1908) and by
Fahringer (1924). Vukasovi) (1928) published data on aphidiid fauna of Serbia. Later investigations
dealt with parasitic complex of certain economically significant species of aphidiids (Mitic-Mucina and
Srdic, 1977 and Petrovic,1992). The first systematic study of aphidiids was carried out by Brajkovic
(1990-91) and Brajkovic et al. (1995).

Hadci (1935) divided the territory of present Yugoslavia into four zoogeographic zones:

southern and middle (plains), central (mountains) and mediterranean.
According to our investigations, the fauna of aphidiids of FR Yugoslavia encompasses the

species from several faunistic complexes.
The species of Eurasian Steppes are mostly present in southern and middle zoogeographic zone,

from where along the vallies of the big rivers (Drina, Morava) penetrate cental mountainous zone. The
typical ones are the following species: Aphidius eni }Jal., A.funebis Mack., A.thopalosiphl Destef.,
A.uzbekistanicus Luz., Lysiphlebus fabanun (March.), Praon gallicum Stary, Tioxys complanatus Qtil..

The species of European Deciduous.Forests are mostly present in the central mountainous
zone, although many species penetrate two plain zones on the north, where they are present in forest
oases and forest steppes. The typical species are the following ; Eplrcdrus persicae Frogg., E.plagiator
(Nees), Aphidius rosae Hal., Praon volucre HaL., P.abjectum (Hal.), Tiorys angelicae (Hal.). The species

E. persicae and E. plagiator also occur in the faunistic complex of Far Eastern Deciduous Forest.
The species of the genus Pauesia are characteristic for the faunistic complex of West Euroasian

Coniferous Forest.
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associated with a T-lymphoqte deficit and an inadequacy of T-cell immune system in experimental
animals.

* This work was suppofted by a grant 8-115 from the National Science Fttnd Ministry of Education Science

and Technologies.

BIOACCUMUIATION OF HEA\Y METALS AND CHROMOSOME ABERRATIONS IN SMALL
MAMMALS FROM INDUSTRIALLY POLLUTED REGION IN BULGARIA*

M. TOPASHKA-ANCHEVA R. METCHEVA

Inst. of Zoologt, BAS, 1000 Sofia, BULGARU

Food chain transfer and bioaccumulation of Copper, Zinc, Lead and Cadmium in small
mammals from industrially polluted region in Bulgaria has been studied. Tissue distribution was
described in the insectivorous white toothed shrew (Crocidura leucodon) in the omnivorous house mouse
(Mus macedonicus) and in the herbivorots (Microtuts subarvalis). The comparison of obtained data show
that the level of Zn in all the speices is similar. Metal contamination levels in smallmammals followed
the order Crocidura leucodon > Mus macedonicus > Microtus subarvalis. The highest concentrations of
the most toxic element Cd were found in the kidney and liver (2,6 and 2,0 mg&g) of the white toothed
shrew. The highest concentration for lead was found in bones (abouth 90 mg/kg) also in the white
toothed shrew.

The lowest concentrations of all the metals were found in the internal organs of the Microtus
subarvalis.The metaphase analyses of bone marrow cells of M. macedonicus and M. subarvalis
demonstrate that metaphases with aberrant chromosomes were pesented in almost all of the observed
animals. The aberrations of chromatide type dominate in all samples.

The unichromatide deletions have been prevail followed by chromosomeintrachanges and
interchanges. The isochromatide breaks and pair-fragments were rarer. Statistically significant
differences have been accounted between thepercentage of aberrations in bone-marrow cells of wilde
small rodents and labratory mice strain BALB/c used as a control. High level correlation between the
lead bioaccumulation and the chromosome changes has been found.

*This work was supported by a grant 8-445 from the National Science Fund Ministri of Education Science
and Technologies.

BIODTVERSITYAND ZOOGEOGRAPITY OF THE SOUTH AEGEAN ISLAND ARC.
A COMPARATTVE ANALYSIS OF THE GROUND BEETLE FAUNA

(CARABIDAE AND TENEBRIONIDAE).

A. TRICHAS*, A. LEGAKIS #

* Natural History Museum, Univ. of Crete, P.O.Box 2208, 714 09 lrakleio, Crete, GREECE
# Zoological Museum, Dept. of Biology, Univ. of Athens, 157 84 Zografou, GREECE

The south Aegean arc is an island landbridge extending from the souteast coast of Peloponnisos
to the southwest coast of Asia Minor. The larger islands of the arc are Crete, Rodos, Karpathos. Ky'thir^a

and Kasos (ranging from 8.261 to 65 km'). Antikythira. Gavdos. Dia and Saria range between 30-10 km',
while there is a rather large number of satellite islands with an area Iess than 1 km'. Only on Crete,
Rodos and Karpathos the mountains exceed 1000 m of altidude. There are no large lowland areas,
e:icept the Messara plain on central Crete. Still or running waters are scarce all over the island arc.

The present study deals with the ground fauna of Carabidae and Tenebrionidae through the arc.
The animals were collected by pitfall traps and by hand, for the last ten years on the majority of the
islands, while bibliographic data were used for the surrounding areas. 
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RIOGEOGRAP}IY OF"I'HE ISL{ND GROUP OF I(A,ITPATHOS BASED ON I-AND SNAILS.

K.VARDINOYANNIS. M.MYLONAS

'[he Natural I listory MLrseLun, Unit'. of Crete, P.O. Box 220E, 7 11 09 lrakleio. C-rete, GREECT':

For this biogeographic stud,v wc chose the island group of Karpathos as study area and land

snails as the biologicil toot. llhe stuclied area comprises onlv the larger islands of the group. rvhich- in

order of size. are Karpathos, Kasos and Saria. They are situatcd in thc south Aegean Sea bctween Kriti
and Roclos. Geologically they belong to the outer aegean arc.

Thc first bibliographic ciata concerning the land snails of the area date back to the l9th century

ancl since then sporadic daia are being presented. In total 42 specics have been rcported frorn all three

islands. We musi note that in some cases taxa hacl been n-risinterpretcd. After our thorough study of the

islands we found out that 5zl species of land snails arc distributed in the area. In addition to recent

material. fossil she11s have also been collected.
Based on the distribution o[ the land snails. extant and cxtinct. the principal conclusions are

summarizcd as follows:
species belonging to the Mediterranean and the Aegean element dominate on the islands.

The islands of the group have had a related geologic history.

Kasos and Saria could be considered as recent satellite islands of Karpathos

Karpathos seems to have had a close relation with Rodos untill the Quaternary.
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BIOGEOGRAPTIY OF THE SOUTH AEGEAN ISLAND ARC BASED ON COLEOPTERAAND
MOLLUSCS

K.VARDINOYANNIS. A.TRICHAS

l,,latural llistory MuseLun. [Jnit. oJ' Crete, P.O. Box 2208, 711 09 lraklio, Crete, GREECE

This contribution deals with the biogeography of the land molluscs and ground coleoptera

(Carabidae, Tenebrionidae) in the larger islands of the south aegean island arc. These islands are, from
west to east, Ky,thira, Antilq,thira, Crete, Kasos, Karpathos and Rodos. The arc is, geologically,

considered as a tertiary landbridge between Greece and Asia Minor.
The principai aim was io reveal the zoogeography of the area based on ground, low dispersed

invertebrates (different rate of dispersal and degree of endemism for each group).
175 species of land snaili and 361 ground coleoptera (226 Carabidae and 135 Tenebrionidae)

are distributed in the area. Qualitative data matrices (presence - absence) were constructed and

analysed with three different similarity indices. Cluster analyses were carried out in order to reveal the

effect of the historical factors that affect the species' distribution in the island arc.

The main conclusion from the analyses is that the islands are grouped in three subgroups: one

subgroup consists of the western islands (Kythira, Antikythira), the eastern islands of Kasos, Karpathos

and Rodos form a second subgroup while Crete remains apart forming the third subgroup. The three

subgroups remained the same for both invertebrate groups in almost all the clusterings.

REGIONAL, ASPECTS OF THE DISTRIBUTION OF BALKAN BIRD POPULATIONS

V VASTC

l'{atural History MuseLun, BeLgrade, SERBA

Al1 Balkan ornithoiogists. from the great Othmar Reiser to Sergije Matvejev and more recent

Simeon Simeonov and Tanyo Mitchev, feel the Balkan peninsula as a natural entity, a geographical

10
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CONSERVATION STATUS OF SEA TURTLES IN NORTHEASTERN MEDITERRANEAN

L. VENIZELOS.

MEDASSET, Lylcavitou LG, 106 72Athens, GREECE

The Loggerhead turtle Caretta caretta not only is capable of migrating 10.000 km., across the
Pacific but also has migrated into an "anti-ecological" era, and is now threatened with extinction.
Together, with Chelonia mydas they. have become endangered due to habitat degradation caused by

humans or by direct contact killing. Zakynthos, has the iargest nesting colony of Loggerhead turtles in
the Mediterranean and also has become one of Greece's major tourist resorts. The tourist industry has

decreased a 9 km., nesting Bay to 3.9 km. by destroying the sea turtles' natural habitat. Irgislation
together with various Ecological Organizations have encouraged the turtle conservation. Nevertheless,
powerfui legislation has yet to be implemented. Other important nesting sites in Greece face similar
problems like Zakrynthos does. Specifically Lara (Cyprus) faces the same problem. In the past 18 years

ieveral nesting beaches, on other parts of the island, have been lost due due to tourism. An additional
threat to the sea turtles is the predation by foxes, crows, hawks and coast crabs. Struggling to keep a

balance in nature, I-ara hatchery releases about 40.000 hatchlings into the sea every year. This is

approximately 3-4 times the number that would normally reach the sea if nests were not transferred. On
tlie other hand, in Northern C1prus we have encouraging results. Beaches in N. Cyprus have essentially

Iost any imminent tourist threat. Since 1991 the area has been subject to research and monitoring by the
Turtle Conservation Expedition Project (Glasgow University) with the support of the local turtle
Conservation Society (KKKKD). N. Cyprus as well as Turkey hold the largest known numb91 of Green
and Loggeriread turtles in the Mediterranean . The southem Turkish coast has physiqally suitable

beaches for turtle nesting. The beach of Dalyan was identified as vital importance. Thanks to the
national and International NGO's campaigns since 1986 Dalyan and it's turtles have become a
prominent international conservation issue.

In conclusion for the establishment and management of protected areas for the sea turtles,
various recommendations are issued by Medasset.

HOMOGENEITY OF PICAREL POPULATION (Spicara smaris L., 1758) ON THE
AEGEAN SEA (GREECE)

K. VIDALISL" G. MARKAKIS2, N. TSIMENIDISI'2

1 Inst. of Maine Biology of Crete, PO Box 221, 71003 lraklion, Crete, GREECE
2 Dept. of Biolog, (Jniv. of Crete, PO Box 1470,71110 lraHion, Crete, GRRECE

The aim in fisheries biology is the estimation of the population dynamic parameters of a given

species and its stock assessment. For the above estimations it is essential the knowledge of the
population structure and its stability in space and time. Such imformation can be obtained by

discrimination analysis of potentially different stocks within an exploited species. In this study we

examined the homogeneity of the population of the picarel (5. smais) in six areas of the Aegean Sea, in
order to recognise the existence of different stocks. For this purpose we examined only the variability of
phenetic characters (morphometric and meristic characters) in fishes caught in the Aegean Sea. Data
were subjected to Canonical Variate Analysis (C.V.A.) and differences between samples were detected
by MANOVA. The results from the Multivariate Analysis in L4 morphometric and 6 meristic
characteristics per individual, showed no difference between the two sexes. Only morphometric
characters were able to show the indispensable variance for the analysis. Analysis of these characters did
not reveal clear discrimination of populations between all six areas examined. However, we can

discriminate two major population groups. The first group includes the populations of the North Aegean
(Kavala, Alexaldroupoli and Thessaloniki) and the second group includes the populations of the South

Aegean (North and South Crete and C.!clades). The phenetic tree of Mahalanobis distances showed that
populations of picarel caught in neighbouring areas appear relevant. The phenetic characters are the
composite effect of the genotype and the environment and they are under the influence of natural
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BIRDS (A\'ES) AND AMPHIBIANS (AMPHIBIA) IN MED\tsDCE RESERVOIRIN NORTHEAST
SLO\'ENIA

M. VOGRIN,, N. VOGRINb

", Hotirtjska cesra 108, 623 12 Orelnt,a vas, SLOVENIA
' Vratsko 121. 03.105 Vrurtsko, Sl .OVEL'U

In the Medvedce (dry) rcsen'oir with a total area of 155ha. on the Dravko polje (Drava
field) in the Northeast Slovenia. some unique habitat tvpes can be found. Numerous damp and swamp
meadows with their hedgcs arr: of special ecological irnportance. This is actualll, one of the rare
prescrued arcls in the lowluntl Slovr'nia.

In 1993. a territory mapping of the nesting birds was madc. 32 species of thc ncsting
birds were detected. 13 r.rf them belong to the Rcd List of the enclangered nesting birds in Slovenia. The
Meadorv Piptt (AnthtLs pratensis)- rvhich rvas trought to havc bccome extinct. also builts nests in the

swamp meaclorvs in the clry reservoir.
In very short time rve found in the reservoir also ten species of amphibians. The most

important fincl is Moor Frog (.Rana an'alis N,oltersrorfi) which is verv rare in Slovcnia.
Due to thc constant threal of immersion. the rescr.roir is being endangcred as the living

space of the numcrous rare tlora and fauna. espccialll, for marsh plants. amphibians and birds of
course.

THE SELECTIVE EFFECT OF PARAQUAT (HERBICIDE), OZONE AND UV RADIATION ON
THE YIABILITYAND RECOMBINOGENICITY OF D. MENqTITOGASTER IN REI-ATION TO ITS

SOD POLIMORPHISM

J. VONDAS*, S. FOTINOS**, S.TSAKAS*

* Dept. oJ'Genetics, AgticultLtral Llniv. of Atltens. I-ac. ct.f Riotecltnology-, Iera Odos 75,1158 55 Athetts,
GREECE.
** Lat'iplrunn 5.A., Ilesearclt and Developrnent, Agias Matitrus street, 19002 Pettnia Attiki, GREECE

The toxic effect of ozone, paraquat and UV radiation are thought to be due to the intracellular
generation of oxygen free radical species. Toxicity and recombinogenicity of these agents in D.
melanogaster (D.n) has been postulated, however, the mode of action of these agents has not be
evidently attributed to radicals. In addition, it is not certain whether the natural Superoxide dismutase
(Sod) polymorphism of D. m (an enzyrne which scavenges oxygen free radicals play a major role in the
intracellular defence against oxygen radical damage to aerobic cells) will affect the pathological events
resulting from such agents.

To understand the in vivo relationship between the natural Sod polyrnorphism and oxidative
injuryto biological structures inD. m, caused by the former agents, we usedD.ru strains differining in
quantity and quality of Sod. Strains with the three alleles, Slow, Fast, which are present with variable
frequencies in natural populations and Null were undergone paraquat, ozone and UV radiation
application. Paraquat exposure was achieved by feeding larvas or flies on standart corn-meal medium or
sugar solution with paraquat, whereas a new, very efficient technique for ozone application was used and
is demonstrated.

Viability and recombinogenicity (mitotic and meiotic) were tested. Recombinogenicity was
tested (a) by estimating the frequency of somatic crossing over spots on y+/+f female tergites in flies
having been treated by the above free radical generator agents in their larva stage, (b) by checking and
scoring the induction of chromosomal recombinations in germ cells of heterogygous dp, b, cn, bw
/+,+,+,+ males.

The results show that Sod polymorphism is involved in the resistance of D.m mateial against
paraquat, ozone and UV radiation, as concerning its viability and recombinogenicity. The protection is
greatest when homozygous flies carry the S or F alleles and lowest when they are homogygous for N,
possesing 3,57o activity in comparison to the FF ones. 
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SOME POPUI-ATION PARAMETERSMus musculus LINNAEUS, 1758

O. VUKISEVIC, D. KATARANOVSKI, P. CAKIC, D. CANCAR

Inst. for biological research , Belgrade, SERBU

During these research morphometrical parameters, growth structure, sexual structure and
fertility of populations Mus musculu.s in the wider area of Belgrade were examined.

Morphometric parameters that were examined are: body weight (BW), body length (BL), tail
length (TL), hind foot length (HFL) and ear length (EL). Condylobasal scull length (CBL) was
measured by the craniometric parameters.

Results were presented by the growth categories (mostly based on the BL and CBL parameters)
both sexes together and for each one separated.

Parameter BW of the adult species (both sexes included) was in the range from I2,0 up to 19,59

(MM x = 15,30 + 2,32 andFT x =14,23 + 2,44), BL from 69,0 up to 83,0 mm (MM x =74,65 +4,76 and
FF x = 73,57 + 3,33), TL from 55,0 up to 74,0 mm (MM x =66,76 + 3,88 and FF x =62,02 + 15,75), HFL
from 15,1 up to L7,8 mm (MM x = 16,41- t 0,81 and FF x = 16,03 + 0,45), EL from LL,4 up to 13,9 mm
(MMx =12,50 +0,61andFFx = 72,55+ 0,65) andCBLfrom L9,2npto2l,6 mm (MMx =20,4910,85
and FF x =20.3 10,51).

By analysing of growth structure it was found that the members of the population with adult
status are making about 30Vo of the total population. Considering the whole, the growth structure of the
house mouse population is a progressive type.

Relation between the sexes was nearly equalised (FFiMM= 1,13). From the total number of
cough 58 females, Iittering or in the phase of gestation were26 (44,8Vo), with totally 30 litters making
that average 1,15 by a female. Mostly there were female with one litter, and only four with two litters.
Arrerage number of embryos was 4,5 + 1,3L, and placental scars 5,3 + 1,27 (average number of embryos

and placental scars was 4,96 ! 1,32).
Comparing with the Reichstein' s research (1978) and analysing certain populations parameters,

can be concluded that populations of house mouse in the wider Belgrade area (period L994 -1995) are
relatively young.

F.W. WELTER-SCHULTES

Haus der Natur, D-23743 Cismar, GERMANY

Albania's borders have remained closed for about 35 years, so that both the country and its
scientists were almost completely isolated. Until 1992, 90 Vo of what was known about the Albanian
mollusc fauna derived from published results of zoological expeditions undertaken many years ago,
between 1900 and 1960.

The situation has been changing since 1992. Now international scientists are allowed to visit
Albania and to work in the country, and research on its non-marine molluscs is expected to increase in
the future. Currently, a bibliography and a preliminary (10x10 km UTM) atlas of the Albanian non-
marine molluscs is being prepared in order to present the complete published knowledge on the sutrject.
This should serve as a basis for studies in future.

The country is not completely unknown. Until recently, approximately 250 species of non-
marine molluscs have been mentioned for Albania, but exact localities are known only for 200 species.
The occurence in Albania for the remaining 50 species still needs to be confirmed. 35 of the 200
confirmed species are freshwater Gastropoda, 10 are Bivalvia, the other species are land snails, most of
them Pulmonata. 30 species of Clausiliidae are knowm from Albania, 20 species belong to Zonitidae.
Pupilloidea, Hygromiidae, Helicigona, shtgs, Cochlostoma and Poiretia are other important groups of
Albanian Iand snails.
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HABITAT SELECTION OF BIRDS OF PREY IN THE DADIA RESERVE, tr\R.OS

S. XIROUCHAKIS

Dept of Biolog, Univ. of Crete, 71409 lraHion, GREECE

Habitat preference of Black wlture (Aegupius monachus), Griffon vulture (Gyps fulws) Egyptian
wlture Q'leopltron percnoptens), Golden eagle (Aguila cltrysaetos),Irsser - spotted eagle (Aguik pomaina),
Short-toed e.agle (Circaetes galkus) and Buzzard (Buteo buteo) was investigated in the Dadia reserve during
Summer 1993. Dense woodland, partially forested areas, cultivated land, open habitats and wetlands are the
major habitat tlpes in the area where 249 observations were made concerning these species. For each
sighting, habitat type beneath raptor in flight or overlooked by perched individual was recorded from
vantage points with good view over the reserve or by following line tramsects. Data were statisticaly analysed
using a chi - square method, 90Vo Bonfercni's confidence intervals and an index of preference in order to
test the null hypothesis that birds of prey utilize each habitat type in exact proportion to its occurrence in the
area. Overall it appears that all these raptorial species show a strong preference for open habitats such as
grassy fields, pastures, cliffs, rocky hill tops and small openings inside the forest with scattered trees and
shrubs.

Furthermore the Buzzard uses arable fields at the forest edge and the Lesser - spotted eagle
freshwater stream margins.
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